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SUMMARY
Relatively little attention has previously been focussed upon the 
dynamics of the leg during the swing phase of locomotion, even though it 
is this phase which often presents the greatest problems for lower limb 
amputees. In this thesis an analogue computer simulation is developed 
which models the swing of a normal leg during locomotion. This simulation, 
which takes into account the polycentric nature of the knee joint, enables 
the change in length of the hamstrings to be studied and apy desired 
muscle tension characteristic programmed for any swing duration. The 
importance of the ilio-psoas is shown, this muscle group providing a 
moment of approximately 20 Hm about the hip early in the swing phase at 
all speeds of locomotion. The maximum hamstring tension required late 
in the swing phase is approximately proportional to the speed of locomotion, 
being about 1*2 kN at a speed of 1.5 m/&.
An energy balance,is established relating the changes in potential 
and kinetic energy of the leg during the swing to the energy developed 
or absorbed by the main muscle groups, and again the variation with 
locomotion speed is studied. A minimum energy requirement is demonstrated 
at a locomotion speed of about 1.8 n/s if a stretch-storage process 
occurs in the hamstrings.
Finally, a second analogue simulation is constructed to study the 
swing phase of an above-knee amputee using a conventional prosthesis.
This simulation demonstrates some of the typical abnormalities of amputee 
gait. Its value as a design tool is shown by studying the knee moment 
required to be developed within the prosthesis.
The essential contribution that this thesis makes to the study of 
locomotion is in demonstrating how analogue computation can yield quantitative 
results for trends previously only suggested qualitatively.
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GENERAL NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY AND UNITS
Throughout this study, current Engineering terminology will be used 
to identify and distinguish between the systems being discussed*
"REAL SYSTEM”
This term refers to the complex body of material which exists in 
nature, with all the multitude of interactions with the surroundings 
and including all the naturally occurring non-linearities. In the context 
of this study, it will normally be used to describe a human leg in vivo.
"CONCEPTUAL MODEL"
By this is meant the grossly simplified system which lends itself 
to analysis. It will usually be a drawing defining an idealised situation. 
Simplifications frequently take the form of assuming linearity, homo­
geneity, rigidity and isotropy, and of ignoring secondary effects. It 
is crucial to the understanding of the significance of the results obtained 
by studying such models that all the simplifications are appreciated, 
and their possible effect upon the results considered. Great emphasis 
will thus be placed upon justifying all the various assumptions made 
whilst establishing conceptual models in the course of this study.
"MATHEMATICAL MODEL"
This is used to identify the mathematical relationships which are 
derived from the conceptual model. They will usually take the form of 
simultaneous equations describing the relationships between certain 
variables.
UNITS
The Syst^me International dfUnites will be used throughout this 
study. Thus all masses will be expressed in kilogrammes (kg), forces 
in Newtons (N) and linear displacements in metres (m). A list of 
conversion factors relevant to the quantities dealt with in this study 
is given in Appendix 1•
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NOTATION
For brevity in the following definitions, the terms "hip" and "knee" 
are used to denote the point or axis about which rotation occurs in the 
lower limb. The polycentric nature of the knee is discussed in Chapter 
8. Similarly, “thigh" and "shank" are used to indicate the portion of 
the lower limb above and below the knee respectively. The term "hamstrings" 
refers to the biceps femoris, semimembranosus and Semitendinosus muscles 
as a group, and is discussed in Chapter 7*
SYMBOL UNIT DEFINITION
A " - ■ Location of centre of base of cone
a mm Horizontal offset of origin of hamstrings from hip
a1
rad Angular amplitude of simple harmonic motion of thigh
a2 rad Angular amplitude of simple harmonic motion of shank
B ■ *- Location of centre of mass of frustum of cone
b mm Vertical offset of origin of hamstrings from hip
C - Location of centre of mass of thigh
D - Location of centre of mass of shank
d mm Offset of insertion of hamstrings from knee, measured 
normal to the shank
e mm Offset of insertion of hamstrings from knee, measured 
parallel to the shank
F N Force developed in the hamstrings in a normal leg
PA N Force developed in the hamstrings following above­
knee amputation and njyoplasty
f mm Offset of insertion of hamstrings from centre line 
of thigh following amputation and myoplasty
G - . Location of lower extremity of shank
g n/s2 Acceleration due to gravity
H - Location of hip joint
h m Offset of line of action of hamstrings relative to the 
centre of mass of shank
hA m Offset of line of action of hamstrings relative to the hip following above-knee amputation and myoplasty
I , 2 kg m Second moment of mass defined as necessaiy
V kg m Second moment of mass of thigh about hip
:x2 . kg m2 Second moment of mass of shank about knee
ZA
, 2 kg m Second moment of mass of frustum of cone about A
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SYMBOL UNIT DEFINITION
XD
i 2kg m Second moment of mass of shank about D
%
, 2kg m Total second moment of mass of leg about hip when 
knee is fully extended
*0
i 2kg m Second moment of mass of frustum of cone about 0
K - Location of knee
kn various Scaling constants defined as necessary n = 1 to 16
L m Total length of leg when knee is fully extended
Li m Length of thigh from hip to knee
*2 m Length of shank from knee to ground
h m Length of natural thigh remaining after above-knee amputation
C
m Distance from hip to centre of mass of thigh
s 13 Distance from knee to centre of mass of shank
m Total length of hamstrings
a l h
m Change in length of the hamstrings
m Height of frustum of cone
X2 m Height of cone
M kg Mass defined as necessary
M1 kg Mass of thigh
kg Mass of shank'
% mi Moment about the hip exerted on the thigh by the hip musculature
v Nm Moment about the knee exerted by an artificial knee mechanism
o' - Location of apex of cone
Q N Vertical component of reaction at knee
R N Horizontal component of reaction at knee
r1 mm Radius of top of frustum of cone
r2 mm Radius of base of cone
r 3 . mm Radius of solid homogeneous cylinder
S - Variable scaling factor for F, F^, and Og
T Nm Torque defined as necessary
t s Problem time elapsed
% s Problem time defining the duration of from the start of the swing phase
Au J Net work done during the swing phase
V N Vertical component of reaction at hip
w N Horizontal component of reaction at hip
x,y,z IB Linear dimensions or displacements defined as necessary
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SYMBOL UNIT DEFINITION
OC rad Phase angle
.0 - Time scaling constant
* deg Angular flexion of shank relative to thigh
% deg Angular extension of shank relative to thigh
S rad or deg
Angular position of thigh relative to a vertical 
datum
S> rad or deg
Angular position of shank relative to a vertical 
datum
V rad Angular displacement of line of action of hamstrings 
relative to a vertical datum
St rad Angular displacement of thigh while is acting
0R rad Angular displacement of leg relative to a vertical datum when knee is fully extended
r s Computing time
rad/ s Natural frequencies of vibration of a multi degree 
of freedom system
^ R rad/s Natural frequency of vibration of leg when knee is locked in full extension
GENERAL SUPERSCRIPTS
* First or in phase mode of vibration
H Seoond or anti'phase mode of vibration
* First differential with respect to time 
Second differential with respect to time
a Maximum value
v Minimum value
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”Arrange it so that the book of the elements of mechanics 
with examples shall precede the demonstration of the 
movements and force of man and of the other animals, and 
by means of these you will be able to prove all your 
propositions.”
Leonardo da Vinci 
(Dell* Anatomia Fogli A. 10r, 1485)
CHAPTER 1: Introduction
In 1971 there were approximately 4,500 primary amputations performed 
in G-reat Britain which required prosthetic replacement (1)*. Some 
9($ of these were lower limb amputations, thus giving a requirement of 
over 3,500 lower limb prostheses (2), The domestic scale of operations 
in a time of relative peace within this country can thus be seen. It 
need only be added that there are probably some 72,000 amputees in the 
Republic df Vietnam to appreciate the scale of the problem on a world 
wide basis (3) • Clearly it is desirable that the attention of the 
Engineering Profession as well as the Medical Profession is turned in 
this direction.
Many authorities have discussed the development of lower limb prostheses, 
from the earliest days of solid wooden struts to the present generation 
of prostheses, incorporating complex and often highly sophisticated 
mechanisms (4,5,6,7). No attempt will be made here to produce a further 
historical survey, but, hopefully, a fresh view will be taken of one 
aspect of the fundamental process of human locomotion, whioh should form 
the foundation for the design of lower limb prostheses. Although we 
cannot yet hope to exactly copy the normal leg, it would seem sensible 
to thoroughly analyse its functioning, as only by such analysis can a 
proper understanding of the role of the major muscle groups be achieved.
It would also seem reasonable to assume that the performance patterns 
of those muscles remaining after amputation should not be significantly 
changed when controlling a prosthesis.
In normal human locomotion, each lower limb experiences a supporting 
and a swinging phase. The opposite limb alternates during these phases 
with a slight overlap, so that in every complete step there is a short 
period in which both feet are on the ground simultaneously. This is 
termed the double support phase (8). It is the author*s conviction 
that in the past too little attention has been paid to the dynamics - 
both kinematics and kinetics - of the lower limb during the swing phase.
To support this view it is constructive to relate the evidence which 
exists and which originally triggered the ideas leading to this study.
Origins of the Study
To an Engineer specialising in applied mechanics and vibrations, 
and with an inquisitive interest in the human locomotion system as a
* Throughout the text, references are referred to thus (l)
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"machine”, it seemed strange that many papers dealing with human loco­
motion and particularly walking step frequency or cadence considered the 
normal leg to behave as a rigid member during the swing phase (9,10). 
Alternatively, if the knee was considered as a relatively free joint, 
then only the motion of the shank below the knee was considered from a 
pendulum viewpoint, and the knee trajectory itself was defined independently 
from walkway studies (7,11).
Figure 1*1 shows a leg during normal locomotion, the thigh and shank 
positions being defined by the line drawn between the appropriate major 
joints* Figure 1.2 shows approximate displacement characteristics during 
the swing phase, and is based upon cine camera walkway studies (12).
To a casual observer familiar with vibration phenomena, the leg would 
clearly appear to be swinging in a fashion approximating a second or 
"antiphase"' mode if considered as: a two degree of freedom lightly damped 
system. Why then should not the dynamic behaviour of the entire leg 
be studied from a truly two degree of freedom approach, considering the 
thigh to be pivotted at the hip and supporting the shank, which is pivotted 
at the knee? Calculations were made based upon a completely undamped 
two degree of freedom conceptual model, using approximate human anthropo­
metric data, and the natural time of swing when oscillating in the second 
mode was found to be about 0.32 s. This compares with published times 
of the swing phase, obtained from walkway studies, of between 0.30 and
0.40 s for "normal" or "comfortable" speed walking (10,12,13). This 
preliminaiy correspondence was, of course, most encouraging and so a 
literature search was commenced to ascertain whether any workers in the 
field had studied this type of coupled model in depth.
Between 1890 and 1904, Braune and Fischer (.14) were publishing their 
classic investigations into human locomotion, in which they established 
typical anthropometric data and maintained that body dimensions determine 
at least in part the demand for energy in walking. They even conjectured 
that the action of the leg during the swing phase might be purely due to 
gravity. These ideas appear to have been generally ignored, however, in 
the following years, and it is interesting to speculate reasons for this 
lack of development. If vibration calculations were to be carried out 
to predict the motion of a coupled system, and in particular to determine 
the displacement configuration as well as the natural cadences, then the 
conceptual model would almost inevitably have to be simplified by assuming 
that damping was of negligible proportions. If this was not assumed,
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the calculations would be virtually impossible, or at the very least 
extremely tedious, without the aid of some form of computer. Needless 
to say computers were not readily available at the turn of the century I
Would it have been reasonable to neglect damping at this time?
In this context damping could be due to friction in the hip and knee 
joints, and also due to muscular action during the swing phase. It is 
only in recent years that attention appears to have been paid to the 
friction levels occurring naturally in human joints, and electromyographic 
studies on postural muscles were only begun around 1945 0  5). It could 
thus be speculated that in the absence of any information on these two 
important factors, investigators might have assumed that they could not 
bo neglected even for the purpose of establishing a preliminary conceptual 
model.
In more recent years, these obstacles to a relatively simple analysis 
have largely been removed. Computers, both analogue and digital, are 
readily available, and are being increasingly used in Biomechanics (16,
17). Many recent papers have shown that the friction level in healthy 
human joints is surprisingly low (18, 19, 20) , and recent electromyographic 
studies have shown that there is relatively little activity in the major 
muscle groups of the free leg dining the swing phase of locomotion (8,
21, 22).
In the last decade, a number of authors appear to have appreciated 
the significance of a two degree of freedom model, but have not pursued 
it by means of a thorough analysis. Murphy (?) discusses the significance 
of knee friction in a prosthesis, and obviously appreciates the importance 
of the thigh motion in addition to the shank swing, but makes no attempt 
to formulate equations for the motion of the coupled system. Grieve 
and Gear (10), although calculating natural frequencies using rigid 
pendulum relationships, make mention of possible studies of "double 
jointed arrangements". Wallach (6) does study a coupled system but only 
analyses the motion of a prosthesis and knee control mechanism and does 
not attempt to study the motion of a normal leg. May (4) clearly 
appreciates the significance of the two degree of freedom model, and 
mentions the two possible modes of vibration, but does not pursue the 
question analytically.
It thus appears that nobody has studied the swing phase of normal 
locomotion in the light of a coupled pendulum model.
During the review of the available literature, and private discussions 
with both amputees and workers active in the field, two further vital
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pieces of evidence supporting the need for such an analysis became 
apparent. Firstly, the amputees themselves complained that it was the 
swing phase which was so difficult to control in existing prostheses 
(23, 24, 23)* Without exception, the patients approached said that 
the prosthesis would not "swing naturally" at anything like a ncrmal 
walking cadence. Secondly, mapy authorities refer to a "minimum energy 
concept" which leads to the well known phenomenon of a most comfortable 
or optimum step frequency or walking speed (26, 27). The idea of a 
natural or resonant frequency of swing during normal locomotion is clearly 
attractive in this context, as it might be expected to yield a minimum 
energy consumption condition.
The conquest of infectious diseases is now increasing life expectancy 
to the point where the number of amputations for vascular disease is 
growing as a percentage of the whole (28). We are thus dealing with an 
increasing number of elderly amputees, so that energy considerations must 
be of prime importance. But Dean (9) has shown that the major component 
of energy expenditure in level walking is due to leg swinging (albeit 
with a rigid leg model), and it is a frequently maintained view that 
amputee energy expenditure in walking is up to 200$ greater than normal
(29, 30).
It would thus appear that the time is long overdue for a thorough 
analysis of the swing phase of locomotion.
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CHAPTER 2: Analysis of the undamped two degree of freedom model
In this chapter, the calculations needed to determine the natural 
frequencies of vibration and the displacement configurations of a two 
degree of freedom undamped system are demonstrated. This will serve 
four purposes:
i) As a demonstration of the relatively tedious nature of the 
calculations involved if computational aids are not used; 
ii) To show how the initial natural cadence correspondence was 
obtained between a simple undamped model vibrating in its antiphase 
mode and a normal leg during the swing phase;
iii) To determine whether normal human displacement characteristics 
could be achieved using a relatively simple conceptual model; 
and iv) As a dynamic check to be used to verify any subsequent computer 
models.
Conceptual Model
Figure 2.1 shows the skeleton of the lower limb, and figure 2.2 
the conceptual model suggested.
The values initially used for the mass and length of the various 
segments were based upon the survey published by N.A.S.A. (31 )• An 
average whole body mass of 75 kg and height of 1.75 m was assumed for the 
purposes of calculating these parameters, and the second moments of mass 
were estimated assuming approximately uniform mass distributions (see 
appendix 2). The values are tabulated in figure 2.3.
In proposing this model, the following assumptions are being made 
about the real system:
i) Only displacements of the leg in a sagittal plane (the plane 
of progression) are considered. Observations have been made in all three 
reference planes,but the displacements in a frontal plane, or the axial 
rotations of the leg segments in a horizontal plane, are clearly of 
second order magnitude when compared with the relatively gross movements 
of the leg in a sagittal plane during the swing phase (12) .
ii) The hip is moving with a uniform velocity in the direction of 
locomotion. This was confirmed by early walkway studies as it was 
virtually impossible to detect ar^ y variation (12),. Using more refined 
techniques, recent studies have shown slight cyclic variations in both
21
the forward velocity and the vertical displacement of the hip, but even 
these are usually imperceptible to visual scrutiny (13) * It thus seems 
reasonable to consider the forward motion of the hip as constant, thus 
enabling the hip to be taken as a datum in space for the purpose of 
establishing the kinetic equations of the two elements of the me del,
iii) The hip and the knee are considered to approximate to simple 
hinge joints. The polycentric nature of the knee will be discussed 
later (chapter 8),
iv) Friction levels within the hip and knee joints are very low, 
so that the system may be considered to approximate to a freely jointed 
double pendulum. This assumption is supported by recent studies of 
friction levels in human joints (18, 19, 20).
v) Damping due to muscle action is being deliberately omitted.
This will be discussed later (chapter 7)*
vi) The shank and the foot are considered as one rigid body.
Movement of the foot relative to the shank is small during the swing phase, 
walkway studies showing that the angular variation is usually less than 
20° (12, 29). Suc£ a variation leads to insignificant changes in the 
mass distribution within the combined shank and foot element (appendix 
3). Furthermore, the moment acting about the ankle during this phase 
has been shown to be approximately zero (21, 29, 30) • It thus appears 
reasonable to consider the leg as consisting of two rigid jointed elements.
Mathematical Model
From figure 2,2, the equations of motion may be derived as follows: 
Shank - resolving vertically: g - Q = 0 2.1
resolving horizontally: R = - *x 2,2
rotation about D: - R Lp cos ©g + Q Lp sin ©^ = - Ip *9*^ 2.3
Thigh - rotation about H:
g Lc sin ©,j + Q sin ©^  - R cos ©^  = - I^  *0^  2.4
In reduciiig these equations, it will be assumed that ©^  and ©^ are 
relatively small angles, so that sin 9 ^ 0  and cos 9 .Oi l . In the real 
system, ©^  might be expected to reach, say, +25° maximum, and ©g will 
oommenoe at about - 50°. However, even with angles of this order of 
magnitude, the effect of the above assumption on the predicted frequency 
and amplitude of oscillation is extremely small. For example, at an 
amplitude of + 50° the frequency of oscillation of a simple pendulum is 
found to be within of the value predicted using the approximation 
that sin © ^  © to simplify the mathematical model, whilst at + 20° the
22
error is down to about 1$ (32).
Now x = sin ©^  + sin ©g
~ L1 G1 + LD 02 
Thus using equation 2.2: R = - *©^  + #©*g)
and from equation 2.1: Q = Mg g
Substituting for Q and R into equation 2.4 and rearranging yields:
M2 L1 LD • • (M1 LC + M2 L1^eq  Q .. . .L ,,^ J   9 2<5
+ m2 ^   ^ + m2 L^)
If the shank is assumed to possess approximately uniform mass distribution 
(appendix 3) then: _
2T v -i
D- 4
Thus substituting for 1^, Q and R into equation 2.3 yields: 
v  4 Mg ^  Ld ■ v  4 M2 Ld g _
2 " " , 2, 1 ' ,T , „ . 2\ ®2 2( I 2 + 4 M2 Lp2) 1 ( I 2 + 4 Mg Ld2)
Equations 2.5 and 2.6 may be expressed in the form:
= “ k1 \  ~ k2 61
and *4^  = - *9*^ - k^ 9g
L _ M2 L1 LP l (M1 LC + M2
1 (l1 + M2L12) 2 (Z1 + M2 L12)
= 4 Mg L1 Ld 4 M2
3  — ..-o~ k, =
and - 2.05 Wn2 + (- 1.62 + 48.0)©2 = 0_
2.7
(I2 + 4 M2Ld2) 4 (I2 + 4 M2 Lp2)
Substituting the anthropometric parameters (figure 2.3) into these 
expressions gives:
kj = 0.391; kg = 28.1; k . = 1.265; k^ = 29.6
Substituting back into equations 2.7 yields:
3.12‘©^ + 1.22 *©g + 87.8 91 = o| 2 8
and 1.62 ©2 + 2.05 ©^  + 48.0 9g = OJ
Natural Frequency Determination
If we assume 9. = a. sin te t1 1  n
and ©g = a2 sin 
then *9^ = - ©^  and *©*g = - Covn2 e2
Substituting into equations 2.8 gives:
(87.8 - 3.12 00i2)©1 - 1.22 ^n2 9g = 0
2.9
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Solving equations 2.9 simultaneously yields the natural frequency quadratic 
in 4J2:n , P
n ~ 114#2^n + 1,650 = 0 
The solutions of this are:
Ij = 4.11 and 9*86 rad/s n
The periodic times corresponding to such frequencies are:
1.53 and 0.638 s
Amplitude Ratios
From the first of equations 2.9:
e1 1.22 to*
®2 87.8 - 3.12 2
This when £/ = 4*11, 7 T  - + 0*587 
n
8,
and when = 9.86, - 0.548
n 2
From observation of the signs, it is clear that = .4.11 rad/s 
corresponds to the first (inphase) mode, and -iO = 9.86 rad/s corresponds 
to the second (antiphase) mode;
i.e. 4'n' = 4.11 rad/s and ~ 9.86 rac/s
These modes are demonstrated in figure 2.4, amplitude ratios of approximately 
+ 0.5 being employed. If figure 2.4 is compared with figure 1.2, it is 
seen that the antiphase mdde of vibration of the model is far more 
reminiscent of the swing of the human leg during locomotion than the 
inphase mode. It could thus be anticipated that the swing time when 
walking at a comfortable or normal speed would approximate to half the 
periodic time in the antiphase mode, that is 0.32 s, say.
Numerous walkway studies have been conducted to analyse various 
aspects of gait, and the time of swing found for healthy adult males 
walking at their "normal" or "most comfortable" speed varies from about 
0.30 s to 0.40 s, say (10, 12, 13). This initial correspondence is 
encouraging, but before too much confidence is placed in the model, the 
displacement characteristics must also be investigated to see whether 
they correspond to typical human characteristics.
Displacement Characteristics
A two degree of freedom system will only vibrate in its pure first 
or second mode if excited to do so by carefully setting up the appropriate 
initial conditions. If excited in apy other fashion, the motion will be
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a combination of both modes. If the displacement is considered to be 
of the general form
9 = a sin(4> t + «*) v n *
where a is an amplitude and a phase angle, the displacement equations 
for a second order system may be written in the form:
©^ = a^’sinC^'t + + a^ wsin(^!nnt + u") 1
and 0O = a0fsin(tJ 't + «**) + a0Hsin(&J "t + e*H)J2 2 n . 2 v n J ^
where superscript * denotes the first mode, and " denotes the second mode,
of vibration, 
a,' ©1
But *— r = "ST in 'tlie first m0(ie = + 0*587, i.e. a0* = 1.70 a.1
2  2  . . .
a ”
and similarly = - 0.34-8 or a9” = - 1 .825 a.”
 ^ *
Thus substituting into equations 2.10 for a2*, a^”, ^fn* and CJ^ gives:
©. = a *sin(4.11 t + o£*) + a Msin(9*86 t + *<,”) 1
1 V 2*11
and ©2 = 1.7 a1'sin(4.11 t + <**) - 1.825 a1"sin(9.86 t + «Ln)J
where the four arbitrary constants a^', a^H, ot* and oc" are determined 
solely by the initial velocity and displacement conditions.
It is our objective now to select reasonable initial conditions, 
and to see if the subsequent displacement characteristic is at all like
the normal human characteristic. The initial positions of ©^  and ©2
are easily established for the swing phase, being approximately zero and 
- 1 radian respectively (see figure 1.2) . The initial velocity conditions 
are less apparent, and so as a preliminary trial, take both velocities 
as zero:
Trial 1: Initial conditions: ©^  = 0, ^  = 0, ©2 = - 1 rad and ©2 = 0
Substituting into equations 2.11 for ©^  and ©2 yields:
0 = a. * sin** + a. "sin*** 1
7 2.12
and — 1 = 1 . 7  a^sin*' - 1.825 a^’sino^J
Differentiating equations 2.11 with respect to time and substituting for 
• •
©^  and ©g gives:
0 = 4*11 a. *cosoc* + 9*86 a,Mcosoc”
2.13
and 0 = 6.99 'cos*1 ** 18 a^cos^”
Equations 2.12 and 2,13 may be solved simultaneously to yield the four
constants:
a '• = a ^  = + 0.284, <*' = - T7/2 and = + TT/2
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Substituting these back into equations 2,11 gives the displacements 
for ©^  and
0 = - 0.284 cos 4.11 t + 0.284 cos 9.86 t
and ©g = - 0.483 cos 4.11 t - 0.518 cos 9.86 t t
Using an arbitrary time interval of 0.05 s, the following results 
may be obtained from equations 2.14:
Trial 1 Displacement Results
2.14
t
(s)
£
(rad)
V
(deg)
G
(rad)
2
(deg)
0
0.05
0.10
0
- 0.03
- 0.11
0
- 1.5
- 6.0
- 1.00
- 0.93
- 0.73
- 57
- 54
- k2
These results are shown in figure 2.5. Clearly, if compared with figure 
1.2, the motion is unrealistic in that the upper member commences rotation 
in the reverse direction to that found in the real system. It seems 
that a positive initial thigh velocity is required. Thus, as a second 
trial consider:
Trial 2: Initial conditions: ©^  = 0, ©^  = + 5 rad/s,
©2 = - 1 rad and ®
The four simultaneous equations are now:
0 = a^'sin^' + a^  M sin *:M
- 1 = 1.7 a^*sin «*' - 1.825 "sin
5 = 4.11 a^'eds^* + 9.86 a^ncos
and 0 = 6.99 a^'cos c** - 18 a^’cose*" J
so that the four constants are:
a/ = + 0.691, a^' = + 0.375,
2.15
2.16
«** = - 0.424 = - 24 17' and «*" = + 0.860 s + 49 20*
The displacement equations now become:
e1 = 0.691 sin(4.11 t - 24°17’) + 0.375 sin(9.86 t + 49°20’)
and 02 = 1.175 sin(4.11 t - 24°17’) - 0.685 sin(9.86 t + 49°20’)
The following results are thus obtained £ see overleaf). These 
results are also shown in figure 2.5, and the similarity to the real 
system characteristic shown in figure 1.2 is striking. The similarity 
breaks down at the end of the swing where the shank overshoots, thus 
showing that some form of restraint is necessary in the model to prevent 
the unrealistic hyperextension of the knee. Note, however, that the
2.17
26
Trial 2 Displacement Results
t
(a)
9
(rad)
1
(deg)
€
(rad)
2
(deg)
0 0 0 - 1,00 - 57
0.05 0.22 12.4 - 0.92 - 53
0.10 0.35 20.2 - 0.67 - 39
0.20 0.38 21.9 + 0.25 + 14
0.30 0.27 15.2 + 1.28 + 73
thigh is arrested at the end of the swing in an apparently similar fashion 
to that found in the real system.
Summary
The correspondence obtained between the elementaiy conceptual model 
and the real system in terms of both the time of swing and the displace­
ment characteristics, is sufficient to justify development of the model. 
However, the laborious nature of the calculations required, particularly 
regarding the displacement characteristics, can readily be observed.
It is inevitable that as the model gains in complexity, so the volume 
of associated calculations will increase. Numerous trials using slightly 
modified initial conditions, and even modified anthropometric parameters 
will be necessary, and non-linear forces may well be required when muscle 
action is introduced. Consequently, it was decided to construct a 
computer simulation of the model.
An analogue approach was chosen as opposed to a digital simulation 
primarily because it could be predicted that the problem would eventually 
develop into a classic analogue application where numerous interacting 
variables needed to be controlled simultaneously to yield a known 
characteristic. By use of simple conventional graphic display equipment, 
such as oscilloscopes and XY plotters, a very fast ,turnround on trials 
could be achieved, and, indeed, variables could even be modified during 
a particular trial if necessary at the discretion of the operator. In 
addition, analogue systems are ideally suited to the generation of non­
linear functions, the exact nature of which can he readily changed at any 
time by the operator. It is this "hands on" characteristic of analogue 
computers which seems so appropriate to this study (33) •
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CHAPTER 3i Analogue Simulation of the Undamped Two Degree of Freedom Model
Here will be demonstrated the basic approach used to construct the 
analogue simulation. Although the simulation developed will subsequently 
be enlarged significantly, it is considered essential to devote some time 
to the construction of the two interconnected loops which form the nucleus 
of the model.
Mathematical Model
The algebraic equations for computation have been derived in Chapter 
2 and are of the form:
k. 9_ - k0 9.
• • 1 <f2 2 1
and *9* = - k* *9* - k. 90
2 j 1 > 2
In addition, to assist with time scaling it is well worth stating the 
differential equations:
d01 . d§l .. de2 • d®2 ..
I F  = 1 "dt" = 1 at" = 2 dF = e2
Full Scale Values
To enable reasonable scaling values to be introduced, the maximum 
values of each of the variables must be estimated. A cursory study of 
figure 1.2 indicates that the probable ranges of displacement for the 
thigh and shank are approximately:
0^  from 0° to + 30° and 9^ From - 30° to + 30°
Thus let ^  =-S2 = ± 1 radian.
The maximum values of the velocity and acceleration of the thigh 
and shank may be estimated assuming the motion of each is approximately 
simple harmonic. The previous analysis of the model (Chapter 2) has 
Shorn that a natural frequency of vibration in the order of 10 rad/s is 
to be expected (10 ” = 9*86 rac/s).
11 ^  4 a .
Thus 1 ~ 2 = ® ^ n :=1 x 10 = + 10 rad/s
A a  A 2  O
and 9* = *9* = 9 Q  = 1 x 100 = + 100 rad/s1 2  n —■
Amplitude Scaling
To save continual repetition of the full scale value of each variable,
curved brackets will be tiised to denote a scaled variable (34), so that:
?1 • 1 1  
(£j) denotes = Y* an^ (Ej) denotes zsr = , etc.
Q1 . 1
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Thus, dividing throughout each equation by the full scale value of the 
term on the left hand side, the amplitude scaled equations may be written:
(a,) = - k-, (£2> - jk <a,) (i2) = - k3 (a,) - ^  (gp
s(i,) = 1°(fii) ^  10 (a,)
at (-2) = 10 and 4 ^  = 1 °
Time Scaling
We intend to study the swing phase of locomotion, a phenomenon which 
normally occupies only between 0.30 and 0.40 s (10). It is thus apparent 
that if a simulation were run in real time, observation would probably 
be hampered by the relatively short duration of the cycle. It is also 
quite conceivable that the dynamic response of some of the recording 
instruments would be insufficient to reliably track certain variables. 
Slowing down the simulation by a factor of, say, ten times would overcome 
these difficulties. The scaling factor may be defined by the relationship:
r  = (j t
where t is the problem time,
^  is the computing time, 
afad (J is known as the time scaling constant (34) •
The first of the differential equations may thus be written:
( | 4  tep = y  i,e*
If we wish to slow down the simulation by a factor of ten, we merely 
make f) = 10, so that:
dT ^ 1^ =
A similar process may be applied to the remaining three differential 
equations, the algebraic equations being unaffected by this scaling, of 
oourse. We may thus write the amplitude and time scaled equations as:
) = ~ ki d 2) - ioo (£)) (*£p = - k3 (*£.,) - (gp
If (£p = (£,) If (ip = (£,) If (£p = (ip If (^ =
Machine Equations
The scaled equations may now be written in their final form, separating 
the potentiometer (i.e. coefficient) settings from the amplifier gains.
Using the values of the constants to (Chapter 2) we may write:
34
(£,) = - [0-391] 1 (£2) - L0.281] 1 (£,) 
C&2) = - [0.1265] 10 (a,) - [0.296] 1 (02)
(a,) = <fy (£2) = (e2) and ^ ( e 2) = (o2)
Flow Diagram
The flow diagram representing the above machine equations is shown 
in figure 3*1* It is worth noting that it is quite possible to rearrange 
the scaled equations so that a somewhat different flow diagram evolves; 
for example in this case it is possible to develop a flow; diagram in which 
*©* and are not explicitly generated. However, in this study, the 
monitoring of these variables will almost certainly be required, and so 
an arrangement has been chosen which includes them.
Cirouit Formation
The circuit diagram is shown in figure 3*2* potentiometers B1 to Bi­
being used to set the desired initial conditions for the displacement 
and velocity of the model.
This circuit was constructed using a Computing Techniques "VTDAG 
336” analogue/hybrid computer. This type of machine was chosen as it 
could be easily linked with other similar machines to create a more 
powerful computing facility should the need arise. Furthermore, the 
availability and ease of programming of specialised function units (such 
as sine, cosine, and arbitrary function generators, and both analogue 
and digital timers) together with a digital logic capability make this 
machine a most powerful and versatile tool (35)* Figure 3*3 shows such 
a machine, together with a spare removable patchboard (i.e. the programming 
element of the machine).
Static and Dynamic Cheoka
A statio check is normally accepted as an intrinsic part of the 
programming procedure. However, in this instance, we are in the relatively 
unusual position of having readily available dynamic checks in the form 
of both frequency and displacement predictions (Chapter 2) . The use of 
such dynamic checks is an ideal way of corroborating an analogue solution; 
they only suffer from the drawback that the precise location of a fault 
may not be apparent if a discrepancy arises. However, as we are initially 
dealing with a relatively simple circuit, this latter aspect is not 
serious.
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First the natural frequencies were checked by setting up the simulation 
into the two pure modes previously derived.
First Mode: The initial conditions for 0^  and ©2 were set at + 0.587
rad and + 1.000 rad respectively so that:
= 0.587 (Chapter 2)
2
The simulation was then run, and the pure first mode of vibration observed 
to take place, as shown in figure 3*4* The frequency measured from 
this XY plot was 0.655 Hz, i.e. 4*11 rad/s, which corresponds with the 
predicted value of .
Second Mode: Similarly, the initial conditions were reset so that
©
r1 = - 0.5^8 
2
and the pure second mode observed (figure 3*5)* The resulting frequency 
of 1.57 Hz, i.e. 9*86 rad/s, again corresponded with the predicted value 
of *
The displacement characteristics were then checked.
Trial 1: The initial conditions were set to the values selected in
Chapter 2, viz:
6 ^ = 0  ©^  = 0 ©^ = - 1 rad and ©2 = 0
and the simulation run. The results are shown in figure 3 .6. Note 
that, in common with all subsequent graphs, the time base is calibrated 
in problem second rather than computing time. This obviates the need
to continually state the value of the time scaling constant being used.
The displacements of both ©^  and ©2 agree exactly with the predictions 
tabulated in Chapter 2, and shown in figure 2.5.
Trial 2: Similarly, the initial conditions were set to:
©^  = 0 ©^  = 5 rad/ s ©0 = - 1 rad and ©2 = 0
and again the results, shorn in figure 3 .7, agree with the predictions.
Having obtained confidence in the simulation, our attention now turns 
to the response of the conceptual model compared to the preformance of 
the real system. Before any detailed comparison is attempted, it is 
clear that some thought must be given to the end of the swing phase where
the model exhibits an unrealistic hyperextension of the knee. This
36
was mentioned in Chapter 2 and is clearly visible in figure 2.5# 
Overcoming this failing of the model forms the subject of the next 
Chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: Prevention of the Unrealistic Knee Hyperextension
Occurring in the Model
The conceptual model eo far discussed has an obvious failing at the 
end of the swing phase, where a totally unrealistic hyperextension of the 
knee occurs (see figure 2*5)* Overcoming this fault is the subject of 
this Chapter,
The knee joint is often said to be the most complex joint in the 
body. This is not only due to its polycentric nature (which will be 
discussed in Chapter 8) but also to the relatively complex mechanism which 
holds the joint together, and indeed provides stability at certain degrees 
of knee flexion. Essentially the femur and tibia are bound together by 
the fibrous capsule which surrounds most of the joint and is thickened 
in places to form separately identified ligaments, and the cruciate 
ligaments whose locations are indicated in figure 4.1, As the joint 
approaches full extension, the posterior ligaments of the capsule and 
the anterior cruciate ligament become taut thus drawing the joint together* 
and compressing the hyaline oartilage so that both condyles become "close- 
packed” , The knee is then said to be "locked", and further extension 
is resisted (36) • This simple explanation merely serves to indicate 
the fundamental ligament action preventing hyperextension of the knee, 
although muscular aotion of the hamstring group could also clearly prevent 
such excessive extension (this latter possibility will be considered in 
Chapter 10)* The ligament aotion may be simulated by incorporating into 
the conceptual model a knee lock to prevent 0£ exceeding 0^. At the 
point of full extension when 0^  = 0^, the two component parts of the model 
lock together to swing as a rigid compound system.
Mathematical Model
Figure 4.2 shows the model just before and just after the full 
extension point, when a knee lock is ihcluded. The total second moment 
of mass for the rigid compound model about H is given by:
+ T  + m2(l i + l/  ke n‘2
In order to determine the initial conditions for the motion of the 
rigid model, momentum principles must be considered at the changeover 
point when 0^  = 0^. As there is no external angular impulse, angular 
momentum must be conserved. Prior to = 0^, the shank is not rotating
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about a fixed point, but about the knee, which is itself moving. Thus 
care must be exercised in expressing the initial momentum of the shank* 
The linear velocity of the centre of mass of the shank just prior to 
= ©g is approximately:
L1 A  + LD S2
and so the total angular momentum of the system about H just before 
0^  = ©2 is given by:
*1 *1 + t  ®2 + “2 (L1 + V  ®2>(L1 + V
Thus if angular momentum is to be conserved:
H  e| ♦ f  e2 - "2 (l, ^  * S  s2)(l1 + V  =Ih ®r
This may be rewritten in the form:
fi ■ ♦ M2 (I. + V  L1? |I2 + 4 M2 (l + LD) ld?
R =X “---- ~ V ~ ------•> 1 I  “  "  4 \  ' J 2 4 -1
If we assume that the angular displacement is relatively small (see 
Chapter 2) the equation of motion of the rigid model after 0^  = ©g may 
be expressed as:
M1 S LC + M2 S L^1 + V  °R = “ %  GR
i.e. Qr + I^{M1 LC * M2 L^1 + LD ^  eR = 0 h 2
which is, of course, a form of simple harmonic motion, so that we may 
directly write the natural frequency as:
(K1 LC " M2 (L1 + V j  '-3
Equations 4*1 and 4.2 may be written:
0^ = k,. 0^  + kg ^  and = - k^ 0^ 4.4
I1 + M2 f Ld) L1 I2 + 4 M2 (L1 VLp) I,DWhere k5 = — -----  kg = -------- r i ~ ------—
and k7 = t ft L0 + M2 (L1 + V.f
Substituting the anthropometric parameters (figure 2.3) into these ex­
pressions, together with the expression for Ijj, gives:
IR = 2.74 kg m2 k^ = 0.668 kg = 0.335 and k'7 = 17.80
is thus found to be Jk^1 = jl 7.801 i.e. 4.22 rad/s, the periodic time 
being 1.49 s. As would be expected, this is very similar to the first
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(or inphase) mode of vibration of the two degree of freedom model, which 
was found to be 4.11 rad/s (Chapter 2). A reversion from the natural 
second mode of vibration to a lower frequency vibration of the same order 
as the first mode at the end of the swing, must tend to arrest the motion 
of the system. This is an encouraging trend as we have seen that the 
existing motion at the end of the swing appears to be too fast (figure 2.5). 
The differential equations here will be of the form:
d©_, d6^P • J? • •
l i t "  R and I t "  = ®R
Full Scale Values
It would seem reasonable to take similar maximum values of ©^ asiL
for ©. and ©_. Thus let:
V  2 A  , Ci ,2
0p = + 1 rad  0g = + 10 ra n /s  and 0 = + 100 ra d /s
Amplitude and Time Scaling
If a similar process is carried out to that explained in detail in 
Chapter 3, and ^  is again taken as 10, the following amplitude and time 
scaled equations evolve: k
(£r) = k5 (£-]) + kg (£2) (%) = ~ ^  (£r)
or ^ 2r) = (£r) and dr = (£r)
Machine Equations
Using the above values of the constants k,. to k-,, we may write:
( | R) = £0.668] 1 (£ ,)  + [0.335J 1 (£2) 04 ) = ~ LP.178]  1 (eR)
3= (®E) = and dr =
Flow Diagram
The flow diagram representing these machine equations is shown in 
figure 4.3. It is a rather unusual situation in that the initial condition 
settings on the two integrators are the only interconnections between 
this portion of the simulation and the two main loops previously 
established (figure 3.1)#
Circuit Formation and Dynamic Checke
So that independent tests could be carried out, the circuit was 
initially constructed on a separate patchboard from the main simulation, 
the component allocation being, shown in figure 4*4. The initial conditions 
for and ©^ were arbitrarily set at 0 and + 0.80 radian respectively,
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and the simulation run. The result is shown in figure 4.5*
The frequency measured from this XY plot was 0.672 Hz, i.e. 4.22 rad/s 
which corresponds with the value of predicted above.
Logic Arrangement
Before this circuit can be added to the existing simulation, thought 
must be given to the logic control of the integrators. Clearly, we only 
want integrators A5 and A6 to function after ©^  = @2, whereas the other 
integrators (A1 to AA) should function from the commencement of the run 
and go into the "hold" mode when 9^  = ©2# Individual control of the 
integrators is possible on the VIDAC 336 machine, and the necessary 
circuit in this case, using a comparator, flip-flop and not-gate to drive 
the amplifier control module, is shown in figure 4.6. The logic output 
from the comparator is 0 when ©2 <  » ^ut changes to 1 when ©2^  ©^.
This change of logic state is used to control the integrator modes (35)*
It is also worth considering how to display the variables before
any trials are commenced. Integrator A6 shown in figure 4*4 automatically
yields ©^  or ©^ as appropriate throughout the simulation, so that, for
example, it can be connected directly to an oscilloscope. However, with
the existing circuit, no single amplifier yields 0O or ©^ in such ad K
convenient manner, so that some form of switching circuit is necessary.
Such a circuit may be constructed using two integrators as ’’controlled 
invertors" (33) and patching them in parallel so that only one is active 
at apy one time. This is shown in figure 4.7 together with the necessary 
logic needed in addition to the main circuit control (figure 4.6). In 
this display circuit, invertor X is active when ©2 <  ©^, but when ©2 ^  ©^,
X returns to zero and invertor Y becomes active so that the input to summer 
Z is always ©2 or ©^ as required. It is interesting to note that the 
additional amplifiers required for this display circuit were not available 
within the original single console, and so a second console was temporarily 
linked to the main machine for the following trials.
Trials
The knee lock circuit was added to the existing simulation, the above 
logic and display circuits patched in, and the complete system tested 
using the initial conditions for trial 2 (Chapter 2). The results are
shown in figure 4 .8. The full extension condition where ©^  = ©2 is 
seen to occur at about t = 0.22 s, the limb then continuing as a rigid 
compound system as intended.0 This response is certainly far more
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realistic than the later stages of the earlier model (figure 2.5) even 
though the overshoot of the rigid system still seems rather excessive.
Further tests were carried out with various initial conditions, not 
only to confirm that the knee lock circuit functioned satisfactorily, but 
also to gain experience - or "feel" - for the nature of the system being 
dtudied. The results are shown in figures 4.9 and 4.10, the variations 
in initial conditions being as follows:
Key to Figures 4.9 and 4.10
Run Initial Conditions
©-j (rad) ©2 (rad) ^  (rad/s) ©2 (rad/s)
1 0
o0
 .1 0 0
2 0 - 0.75 0 0
3 0 - 0.50 o 0
4 0 - 1.00 + 2.0 0
5 0 - 1.00 + 4.0 0
6 0
o0
 •1 + 5.0 0
0 - 1.00 + 6.0 0
The initial velocity of the shank (9^ ) was kept at zero as the earlier 
simple stick diagram (figure 1.2) would indicate that any significant 
velocity at this stage is unrealistic. Figures 4*9 and 4.10 confirm, 
however, that some positive initial velocity of the thigh (6^ ) is necessary 
if a realistic swing is to be obtained. If such an initial velocity 
is lacking, the full extension condition of the model occurs at far too 
small an angle of rotation of the members; figure 1.2 would indicate 
that this should occur when 0^  and ©2 are about + 25°. It is also 
interesting to note that large variations in the initial conditions do 
not significantly affect the time elapsed before the ©^  = ©^ position is 
reached. This follows from the fact that we are dealing with a pendulum 
system in which the length of the members primarily determined the 
natural frequency of vibeation.
Having now developed a conceptual model which responds, given 
appropriate initial conditions, in a superficially similar way to the 
3wing of a normal leg during locomotion, we are in a position to use the 
simulation as a tool to analyse the working of the real system. The 
question immediately arises of how best to compare the response of the 
model with the available information obtained experimentally from walkway 
studies. The method of comparison and the presentation of the data 
is discussed in Chapter 5.
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Fig. 4,1 Location of the cruciate ligaments
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CHAHPBR 5: Establishment of Normal Dynamic Displacement Characteristic
Envelopes
In this chapter, the approach used to establish normal displacement 
characteristics during the swing phase is explained. These characteristics 
are needed as a yardstick with which to compare the response of the 
simulation when initial conditions, certain parameters or even the con­
ceptual models themselves are revised. It will be suggested that envelopes 
showing the typical range of variation of these characteristics provide 
a more useful guide than simply mean values, and a comparison will be 
drawn between the response of the existing model and such envelopes.
Numerous walkway studies have been performed over the years. Early 
results were based upon still photography, in combination with a suitable 
system of interrupted lighting, to provide consecutive records of the 
position of the limbs in space. More recently, cine cameras have been 
used to record the motion of the subject and a timing device simultaneously, 
thus enabling displacement to be plotted as a function of time (12).
Pour relatively well known studies involving adult males have been chosen 
for analysis here, their results being reduced to a standard form and 
compared graphically.
a
i) Eberhart, Inman and Bresler study (12)
This study, carried out in the early 1950’s, and fully documented 
in what might be termed the "classical” work on human locomotion - Human 
Limbs and their Substitutes - is still often directly or indirectly used 
to provide displacement data during normal locomotion. No specific
mean speed of locomotion is stated, but a cadence of 95 steps per minute
would indicate a speed of about 1.2 n/s (10).
ii) Murray. Drought and Kory (13)
This study, published in 1964, has been chosen as it is also frequently 
used as a basis for current work. The mean walking speed was found to 
be 1,52 it/s.
iii) Murray. Kory. Clarkson and Sepic (57)
This 19^6 study deals with the comparison of free and fast speed 
walking patterns. The free speed patterns are virtually identical to 
the previous study (13) but the fast speed patterns provide valuable 
evidence of the variation of displacement characteristics with speed of 
locomotion. The mean free speed was found to be 1.51 n/s, ^ and the mean
60
fast speed to be 2.18 n/s.
iv) G-rieve (38)
In a contribution to the discussion on the forces transmitted across 
the hip joint, G-rieve presents results for three speeds of walking, via: 
"slow", "medium" and "fast". These speeds correspond to approximately 
0.63, 1*33 and 2.12 n/s respectively.
The results from these four studies have been standardised to ©^  
and ©g and tabulated in appendix 4.
The normal gait characteristics have been presented graphically 
against a common base of percentage swing time in figures 3*1 and 5*2.
The marked similarity was, of course, to be expected. The variable 
speed studies have been compared in figures 3*3 and 5.4» Although 
some trends are discernible, such as the increased excursion of both 
©^  and Qg as the speed increases, there also appear to be distinct 
differences indicated between the two studies, particularly when the 
initial displacements are considered. However, the most striking feature 
of these variable speed graphs is the relative similarity of the dis­
placements at all speeds of locomotion. Indeed, if figures 5*3 and 3*4 
are compared with figures 3.1 and 3.2, it can be seen that the variation 
of displacement characteristics with 'speed is only of the same order of 
magnitude as the variation between the results obtained at a normal 
gait by different observers.
G When studying the response of the simulation, which curves should 
be taken as most representative? It would be invidious to suggest that 
any of the above results were more reliable than the others, and so one 
approach might be to determine a mean displacement. However, exact 
correspondence with such a mean curve would be of little consequence, 
and it would be difficult to weigh the relative merits of departure from 
this curve in one region as opposed to another. In addition, bearing 
in mind that any comparison will probably be carried out using a graphical 
display device such as an XY plotter or an oscilloscope, curve fitting 
will be greatly eased if the likely extremes of displacement are shown, 
and the model response directed between them. The loci of such extreme 
displacements may be referred to as "envelopes", and figures 5*5 and 
5.6 show the dynamic displacement characteristic envelopes which are 
obtained if all the above studies - both normal gait and variable speed - 
are superimposed. The mean displacement values are also shown in these 
figures for reference purposes. The data for these envelopes and mean
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values are tabulated in appendix 5*
These envelopes have been plotted against a base of percentage swing 
time, and so before they can be compared directly with the response of 
the model, some initial value must be taken for the duration of the 3wing 
phase. For a normal gait, this swing time would be expected to be between 
0.30 and 0,40 s (12, 13), the extreme values being from 0,25 to 0.80 s, 
say, for a very fast walk compared with an extremely slow gait (10),
If figure 4.8 is compared with figures 5.5 and 5.6, it is apparent that 
a swing time of about 0.30 s might prove suitable as an initial choice 
for matching purposes. This swing time was taken, and a first tentative 
comparison drawn between the response of the existing model (with initial 
conditions of trial 2, Chapter 2) and the normal displacement characteristic 
envelopes. This is shown in figure 5.7. It must be emphasised that 
the initial choice of swing time is relatively arbitrary, and will be 
discussed in detail later (Chapter 11).
The correspondence shown in figure 5.7 is encouraging. The 9^  
response of the model lies entirely within the appropriate envelope, 
whereas the 9  ^response, although appearing excessively high in the later 
stages of the swing, still remains relatively close to the normal envelope. 
The nature of the response of the model is, however, still unrealistic 
in that no sudden discontinuity normally occurs prior to the end of the 
swing phase. It is clear that if ariy closer correspondence is to be 
obtained between the model and the real system, then attention must be 
focussed on damping the operation of the knee lock so that the response 
is lowered around the 0.20 s region and also the transition from a two 
degree of freedom system to a rigid compound model is smoothed.
However, before this damping is considered and the model developed 
in this direction, the anthropometric data used so far will be critically 
reviewed, and the model's sensitivity to their variation examined. This 
is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6: Establishment of Realistic Anthropometric Data
In order to carry out the preliminary frequency and displacement 
checks using the undamped two degree of freedom model, certain simplifying 
assumptions were made regarding the anthropometric data (appendix 2).
In particular, the values of the second moments of mass and the positions 
of the centres of mass of both the thigh and the shank were only approximately 
estimated. Before developing the conceptual model further, it is sensible 
to critically review these values and modify them if necessary. This 
will be done in this chapter, and the sensitivity of the response of the 
model to changes in these parameters will also be investigated.
In a great deal of the literature on the dynamics of locomotion, the 
anthropometric data reported in the classic work of Braune and Fischer 
are used (14)* However, it appears that their results are primarily
based upon measurements carried out on three cadavers. Similarly, the 
far more recent and often quoted work of Dempster (39) is based upon 
eight cadavers. Although it could be argued that measurements obtained 
by the dissection of cadavers are more reliable as regards individual 
segment masses, this advantage is normally considered to be outweighed 
by the change in system properties following amputatioh, particularly 
fluid transfer or loss. In addition, both the above studies entailed 
relatively few specimens and thus could hardly be said to represent 
’typical” human characteristics. Consequently, the study carried out 
fey N.A.S.A. (31) which entailed in vivo measurements on many hundreds 
of U.S. Marines was used to establish the initial values for the 
anthropometric data. Values for the second moments of mass were not 
reported in this study.
A typical value for the second moment of mass of the thigh has 
been estimated at 0.45 kg m (appendix 2). This was a slight modification 
of the value obtained assuming the thigh to approximate to a thin uniform 
member. Such an assumption is, of course, unrealistic, particularly 
as the thigh is substantially larger in cross-sectional area near the 
hip than in the vicinity of the knee. Indeed, we can observe from the 
anthropometric data already used that the centre of mass of the thigh is 
approximately 170 mm below the hip, compared with a full thigh length 
of some 415 ram (appendix 3). The obvious shape to consider when attempting
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to model the thigh more realistically is the frustum of a homogeneous 
right circular cone. The appropriate general expressions for the position 
of the centre of mass and the value of the second moment of mass about 
a diametral axis have been derived (appendix 6) . When applied to the 
existing model they may be written:
4 , ' 3 . 7 _ 4>L
L„ =
1 (r2 - 4 r2 r\, + 3 ^  )
G , / \ 2/ 2 2\
4 (r2 - rf) ^  r2 + r2 )
and
T = _________^ ___:_______ . _ 2^., T 2^_ 5 „ 5\._ T 4_0„ „ 3_„ 4-,
1 = - 3 7 V - ----- r  f e [ ^ 2-r1) 2] ( r25- r 1 5) +r2L12^ r1^ -2r 2r 12(r2-rir(r.| rg+r2 )(,
where Lq is the depth of the centre of mass below the hip, and r,j and ^
are the sectional and base radii respectively.
No experimental data appear to have been published which would
enable typical values of r^  and ^  to be determined, but reasonable
estimates might be 60 and 100 mm, say. Published statistics on typical
above knee amputation stump circumferences indicate a mean radius of about
80 mm which would tend to support such figures (40). Substituting these
values into the above expressions, together .with the previously derived
values of L. and M. (i.e. 0.42 m and 8.10 kg, appendix 2), yields:
2
Lg =174 mm and I = 0.360 kg m 
The value of should be compared to the 170 mm mentioned above; the
close correspondence is a measure of the validity of the model. The
2value of 1^  is some 20$ below the initial estimate of 0.45 kg m . However, 
due to the more realistic modelling, and in particular to the corres­
pondence, this revised value of 0.36 kg m^ will be adopted.
Shank
Again our initial estimate for Ig was based upon a thin uniform 
member. This would, however, seem to be more realistic in the case 
of the shank, due to the relatively slender nature of the lower leg.
We have already seen that the centre of mass of the shank lies very 
close to the mid point (appendix 3), the reduction in the cross-sectional 
area of the lower leg as the foot is approached apparently almost exactly 
counteracting the effect of the foot itself. It would seem unjustified 
in the present context to attempt to model the lower leg and foot in 
detail, particularly before the sensitivity of the model to changes in 
has been established, and so a simple conceptual model in the form of 
a solid homogeneous cylinder, running along the axis of the lower leg,
1
will be considered. Substituting the existing notation ihto the standard
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expression for such a model (41) yields:
^2 ^2 2 2 
LD - T  and I2 =i2 3^ r 3 + ^ V 4
where Lj, is the depth of the centre of mass below the knee, and r^ is
the radius of the cylinder. Assuming a value of r^ of, say, 60 mm
and substituting this value into the expression together with the existing
values of and M£ (i.e. 0.50 m and 4.88 kg, appendix 2) yields:
Ljj = 250 mm and 1^ = 0.411 kg m^
This value of I  ^is only some y/a above the initial estimate, but, due to
the slightly more realistic concept of a solid cylinder compared with a
2
thin rod, this value of 0.41 kg m will be adopted.
The revised anthropometric data for both the thigh and the shank 
have been tabulated in figure 6.1, the label "FJM" being used for brevity.
Recently Contini (42) published his work on body segment parameters, 
based on measurements of a group of live subjects which included 21 adult 
males. His results have been expressed in the standard form developed in 
this study (appendix 7) and added to the table in figure 6.1. Contini 
stresses the relatively approximate methods used in his study. His 
values of 1 are based upon either quick release tests where the fundamental 
torque equation of the form:
T = I V
is employed, or upon a pendulum method where the natural frequency of 
vibration of a segment is measured, enabling I to be determined if the 
mass and location of the centre of mass are known. The former method 
suffers from the defect that even very low levels of joint friction will 
affect the accuracy Of *6he results, whereas the latter method relies upon 
the accuracy of previously determined values for the mass and location 
of the centre of mass. Contini has also assumed homogeneity in the 
sense that he has taken the centre of volume to coincide with the centre 
of mass for any segment.
If Contini*s results are compared with the revised FJM values, it 
appears that there is Very close agreement between both the overall segment 
lengths and the location of the centres of mass. However, the segment 
masses differ by some 1 J/o and the second moments of mass by between 20 
and 2^o, ©ontini*s values being lower in all cases. The second moments 
of mass will be directly proportional to the segment mass, of course, and 
so there is some consistency in these results. One explanation for the 
difference could be that the N.A.SS.A. investigations, upon which the 
FJM values are based, were carried out on U.S. Marines, who would be
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expected to be more muscled than the civilians who were used in Contini* s 
tests. It does not seem unreasonable to expect additional mass to be 
concentrated in muscle bulk on the limbs. It is aiso interesting to 
note that Contini* s mean values for the radii of gyration of the thigh 
and the shank are both some 1 lower than the values reported by Braune 
and Fischer. This fact alone would account for the major share of the 
difference between the second moments of mass reported here. It is 
also pertinent to note that May (4) has derived values, mainly based upon 
Braune and Fischer’s work, which are significantly higher even than the 
FJM values,
e.g. I,j = 0.47 kg m2 and Ig = 0.66 kg m2 
It thus appears that the FJM values are reasonable, but that variations 
in the mass and second moments of mass of at least ten or twenty per cent 
are to be expected. How sensitive is the free swing to such changes? 
Figure 6.2 shows the response using the initial conditions of trial 2 
(Chapter 2), but with variations in the segment parameters as follows:
Key to Figure 6.2
Run
.
Condition
1 FJM parameters
2 and 1^  only increased by 1($
3 Mg and 1^ only increased by 10f&
4 Reduction of Lg only by 1C^ o
5 Reduction of and Ig only by 1Q&
It is immediately apparent that the responses are so close that it is 
difficult to distinguish between them. In addition, figure 6.3 shows 
the response with the FJM parameters compared with the response if the 
Contini values are used. As could be predicted for the given initial 
velocity conditions, reducing the mass and second moment of mass parameters 
reduces the time elapsed before the ©^  = ©^ point is reached. However, 
this difference is only about of the swing duration, and the results 
after this point are Virtually identical. This shows that changes in 
the segment masses and second moments of mass of up to about 25P& have 
relatively little effect on the displacement response.
It should be noted here that to avoid the laborious evaluation of 
the constants k^  to k-, (derived in Chapters 2 and 4) and also to ensure 
accuracy, a digital computer programme was written to carry out this task. 
It is included, together with the results evaluated for the series of
73
runs studied in this chapter, as appendix 8*
It has thus been demonstrated that the FJM revised anthropometric 
parameters are in reasonable agreement with the values measured or derived 
by other research workers in the field, and that variations of as much 
as 2^ /o in the mass and second moment of mass values are of little consequence 
as regards the time of swing, or the displacement configuration during 
the swing phase. We thus now have the confidence to return to the 
simulation and investigate the damping required to achieve a smooth 
transition from the two degree of freedom model to the rigid compound 
model at the full extension point. With this in mind, the following 
chapter is devoted to studying the musculature of the normal limb.
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CHAPTER 7: Discussion of the Normal Muscle Action Found During the
Swing Phase
This chapter is devoted to a discussion of the muscle action in a 
normal lower limb during the swing phase of locomotion. Figure 7*1 
shows the main muscles in the leg, and figure 7.2 indicates the attachment 
locations of the more important of these affecting motion in the sagittal 
plane. Because of the number and complexity of these muscles, a simplified 
conceptual model is unavoidable. Figure 7*2 also shows such a model 
incorporating six main groups of muscles. Justification of this model 
will be postponed until after the phasic relationships have been studied, 
but suffice it to say that it appears to be generally consistent with 
the models suggested by many authorities (43» 44, 45). The six main 
groups are:
i) Ilio-psoas pair The iliacus and the psoas have been considered 
to form a pair whose main action is to produce flexion of the hip.
ii) Quadriceps group The rectus femoris and vastus muscles have 
been considered to comprise the quadriceps group whose main actions 
are flexion of the hip and extension of the knee.
iii) G-luteus maximus This large muscle*» main action is extension 
of the hip.
iv) Hamstring group The biceps femoris, semimenbranosus and 
semitendinosus are grouped as the hamstrings. Their main functions 
are extension of the hip and flexion of the knee.
v) Pretibial group The tibialis anterior and the toe extensors 
have been considered as the pretibial group, whose main action is 
dorsal flexion of the foot and extension of the toes, 
vi) Calf group The gastrocnemius^ soleus and the toe flexors form 
the calf group, whose main actions are flexion of the knee, plantar 
flexion of the foot and flexion of the toes.
Electromyography (ER3G-) is the study of the minute electrical signals 
which are produced within an active muscle. The modern form of this 
technique indicates the phases of muscle activity, but the results are 
primarily of qualitative importance as opposed to a quantitative indication 
of the force being developed within a muscle (21, 46). The 3tart of the 
swing phase is usually defined as occurring when the appropriate toe leaves 
the ground. Inaccuracies in determining this temporal landmark are
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unavoidable and so undue precision should not be attached even to the 
phasing of the muscle activity. Because of this, and indeed the many 
other problems involved in interpreting EMG data (15), it is felt to be 
a wise precaution to compare the results of a number of studies rather 
than to draw conclusions from a single paper. Consequently, figure 7-3 
has been constructed showing the periods of activity during the swing 
phase of the six muscle groups considered above. . The results are derived 
from the published EMG studies of four authorities - Eberhart (12),
Joseph (8), Perry (22) and Paul (21).
During the swing phase, we have three distinct kinetic problems 
to consider. We must explain how the hip is flexed during the initial 
portion of the swing, how the swing of the shank is damped just prior to 
the end of the phase, and what maintains the foot at a relatively constant 
angle to the shank during the entire swing. Considering each of these 
in turn:
i) Hip flexion Reference to figure 7.2 would indicate that this 
action could be produced either by the ilio-psoas or the quadriceps.
In two of the four EMG studies presented in figure 7.3, the ilio-psoas 
activity was not recorded. The reason for this omission could be two­
fold. Firstly, both the iliacus and the psoas are deeply seated muscles 
which are not amenable to investigation via surface electrodes, and even 
with probing needle electrodes great difficulty would inevitably be 
experienced in maintaining the necessary experimental configuration (8). 
Figure 7.4 shows the location of the ilio-psoas pair. Secondly, the 
classical view of locomotion usually suggested that the quadriceps 
were responsible for hip flexion early in the swing phase (12) and so 
investigators were unlikely to consider the ilio-psoas as worthy of 
study. It would now, however, appear to be accepted that the ilio-psoas 
is active during the first half of the swing phase (43).
Quadriceps activity was detected by three of the four investigators 
at the start of the swing phase, but in each of these cases it ceased 
relatively early. It would thus appear that the quadriceps act for only 
a relatively short period, if indeed at all, during the swing phase.
The fundamental difference in action between the ilio-psoas and the 
quadriceps is that ilio-psoas action only accelerates the thigh, the 
shank following under gravity action alone, whereas quadriceps action 
augments the gravity force in accelerating the shank forward as well as 
accelerating the thigh, if the calf group is not active and thereby 
preventing motion of the shank relative to the thigh. But figure 7.3
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clearly indicates the absence of any such activity in the calf group, 
and the correspondence already obtained between the undamped free swing of 
the simple model and the typical displacement envelopes (figure 5.7) 
clearly indicates that little, if any, additional acceleration of the 
shank normally occurs. It thus seems reasonable to conclude that the 
ilio-psoas is the main hip flexor during the early part of the swing 
phase, and not the quadriceps,
li) Knee Damping Any damping forces must be provided by the 
action of the gluteus maximus, the hamstrings or the calf group. Figure 
7.3 shows that the calf group is inactive throughout the swing phase, 
and action of the gluteus maximus in isolation would clearly not damp 
the motion of the shank. Furthermore, activity in the gluteus maximus 
was only detected in two of the studies, and then only for very brief 
periods. In contrast, the hamstrings were found to be active in the 
second half of the swing phase by all four investigators. Clearly, the 
hamstrings provide the main damping forces in normal locomotion.
iii) Ankle Fixation One would expect the pretibial group to be 
active throughout the swing phase to prevent plantar rotation of the foot 
dropping the toes, with the subsequent risk of hitting the ground mid-way 
through the swing. This is confirmed in figure 7.3.
Returning briefly to the establishment of the conceptual model shown 
in figure 7.2, the omission of certain muscle groups may now be justified. 
The vastus muscles originate from the upper regions of the femur whereas 
the rectus femoris originates from the inferior iliac spine, but both 
have been grouped to form the quadriceps. However, EMG studies which 
have isolated the vastus muscles from the rectus femoris show no action 
in the vastus muscles during the swing phase (22). In a rather similar 
fashion, the short head of biceps femoris was ignored when proposing the 
hamstring group model. Whether this muscle is active during the swing 
phase is rather more controversial, some authorities reporting action 
throughout the swing phase (22) whereas others indicate little or no 
action (21) • However, a commonly held view appears to be that this 
muscle, even if active, does not provide a significant force component 
compared with the other members of the hamstring group (45). In addition, 
due to the distance between the ischial tuberosity and the centre of the 
acetabulum, the effect of a force in the short head will be of far less 
significance than a force in the remaining hamstrings when producing a 
moment on the shank about the knee. This is shown in figure 7.5*
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finally, tne soieus, wmcn originates from the upper portion or tne 
tibia and fibula, was ignored when forming the calf group model. But, 
once again, where this has been specifically studied, it appears to be 
totally inactive throughout the swing phase (8, 22). It would thus 
seem that the simplifications made in the conceptual model are justified 
during the swing phase.
We are now in a position to propose a revised model which incorporates 
a moment about the hip to represent the action of the ilio-psoas during 
the early part of the swing phase, and also a force acting upon the shank 
to simulate the damping action of the hamstrings at the end of the swing. 
This is shown in figure 7*6, representing the hip moment and F the 
hamstring action. In the next chapter mathematical models of both 
these muscle actions will be developed.
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CHAPTER 8: Development of Mathematical Models of the Muscle Action
We saw in the previous chapter how the ilio-psoas appears to act as 
a flexor of the thigh about the hip at the start of the swing phase, and 
the hamstrings provide a damping action on the shank towards the end of 
the phase. In this chapter, conceptual models of the action of these 
two muscle groups will be proposed and the corresponding mathematical 
models developed,
Ilio-psoas Action
The action of the ilio-psoas was represented in figure 7*6 by a moment 
Mg acting about the hip. Such a moment coaid be broken down into its 
constituent force and effective offset from the centre of rotation of 
the hip joint, but it would be difficult to ascribe a value to this offset 
due to the relatively large area on the lower spine and pelvis from which
the muscle originates (see figure 7.4). The simple representation in
terms of a moment acting on the thigh will thus be ihaintained.
During the early part of the swing phase, Paul (21) has reported 
hip moments in the sagittal plane of up to about 50 Nm. Although this 
moment was attributed to action of both the ilio-psoas and the rectus 
femoris, it serves as a guide to the order of magnitude required when
scaling for computational purposes. Thus let the full scale value of
Mjj be 100 Hm, say.
Hamstring Action
In the case of the hamstring group, it is necessary to establish 
expressions for the variables h and Qg (see figure 7*6).in order to 
simulate the effect of the muscle action on the existing* model. Clearly 
the line of action of the hamstrings relative to the two elements of the 
model has to be investigated, and so attention will first be focussed 
on the attachment of this muscle group.
Hamstring Attachment
The origin of the hamstring group is the ischial tuberosity, the 
insertions being into the head of the fibula and tibia, as discussed 
in Chapter 7 and indicated in figure 7*2. Before ary attempt at modellirg 
can be made, values must be attributed to the offsets of these attachments 
from the assumed centres of rotation of the hip and knee joints. These 
offsets are shown, together with identifying symbols, in figure 8.1.
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i) Upper attachment Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show tracings taken from 
X-rays of the lateral aspect of two normal pelves, and figure 8.4 shows 
a tracing taken from a photograph of a sectioned pelvis viewed from the 
medial side. The approximate location of the attachment points of the 
various muscles which together comprise the hamstring group are shown.
These drawings are derived from two independent sources to indicate the 
magnitude of variation likely to exist because of anatomical differences 
between subjects together with differences in interpretation of the X-rays 
(47» 48) . It is always very difficult to take accurate measurements 
from such tracings due to the scaling effects inherent in most photographic 
and particularly reprographic techniques. However, in this case, one 
possible datum existing in all the tracings is the diameter of the acetabulum. 
The head of the femur is found to be an almost perfect sphere in practice, 
with a mean diameter of about 47 to 50 mm (49). It is thus reasonable 
to assume that the acetabulum approximates to part of a spherical shell, 
and this is indeed illustrated in the tracings. The centre of rotation 
of the hip joint is thus relatively easy to establish in the sagittal 
plane, by locating the centre of the visible circle. If the diameter of
the acetabulum is taken as approximately 50 mm then any other dimension
/
on the drawings may be estimated. Using this approach, the values of 
dimension a indicated in figures 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 were found to vary 
from about 45 to 65 mm, whereas the values of b varied from 40 to 65 nun. 
Measurements on male skeletons confirmed that it is reasonable to take 
both a and b as around 50 to 60 mm.
ML Lower attachment Figure 8.5 shows the approximate location of 
the insertion points of the hamstring group . (48). The biceps femoris 
passes to the lateral side of the knee whereas the semimembranosus and 
semitendinosus pass to the medial side. The semitendinosus, although 
inserting into the anterior surface of the tibia, passes round behind 
and below the tibial tuberosity, thus acting in the sagittal plane as if 
it were attached in a more posterior position on the tibia. Attempting 
to establish a single point location for the effective insertion of these 
three muscles is clearly far more difficult than the similar exercise 
already carried out for the upper end of the hamstrings. However, bearing 
in mind that we are confining our attention to motion in the sagittal 
plane, it seems reasonable to postulate a point near the head of the 
fibula as indicated in figure 8.5#
The second problem that arises with the lower attachment point 
geometry is the polycentric nature of the knee joint. The movement
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of the knee is a sophisticated combination of rollihg .and sliding markedly 
different from that found in a simple hinge. The primary reason is that 
the condyles of the femur are not circular in sagittal section but are 
elongated as shown in figure 8.6, This leads to a significant movement 
in the position of the centre of curvature of the condylar surface and 
thus the instantaneous centre of rotation as the knee flexes. This 
movement is plotted in figure 8,6 (48,50) and must be taken into account 
when establishing a model of hamstring action due to the relatively small 
offset of this group* s insertion point from the centre of rotation. Also 
shown in figure 8.6 is the normal range of widths of the condyles of the 
femur measured in the sagittal plane (51). These are found to be 
substantially the same for both the medial and lateral condyles and will 
be useful as datum dimensions on any X-rays subsequently studied.
We are now in a position to use X-rays of normal knee joints to 
estimate realistic values for the dimensions d and e. Figures 8.7,
8.8 and 8.9 show tracings taken from X-rays of the lateral aspect of a 
normal knee in different degrees of extension (48)* They approximately 
correspond to positions 2, 3 and 4 shown in figure 8.6. The appropriate 
instantaneous centre of rotation has thus been added to each of these 
three positions, together with the point postulated as representing the 
insertion location of the hamstring group. Measurement of the maximum 
width of the condyles confirms that these tracings are approximately full 
size, and so the dimensions d and e may be directly measured in each 
case. Dimension d was found to vary from about 15 to 20 mm, whereas e 
appeared relatively constant at about 45 mm between positions 2 and 3, 
but then increased to about 65 mm by position 4 due to the relatively 
swift change in the position of the centre of rotation. Again, measurements 
on skeletons confirmed that these values are reasonable. It would, 
however, appear from the X-rays of the knee that ary significant deerease 
in d should be accompanied by an increase in e, to maintain a reasonable
position for the insertion of the hamstrings. It is thus possible to
construct a diagram indicating the more likely conjugate values of d and 
e. This is shown in figure 8.10, the shaded area being considered 
unlikely for realistic values.
iii) Trial values Although every effort has been made to ensure that 
realistic values have been obtained to define the locations of the ends 
of the hamstring group, it is a wise precaution to test the sensitivity
of the model to variations in the values of a, b, d and e. If the
hamstrings offset geometry is considered (figure 8.1) it beoomes apparent
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that no simple expressions exist to describe the offset of the hamstring 
force (h), the angle of the hamstrings to the vertical (Ojj) , or even the 
total length of the hamstrings (L^) at any degree of knee flexion. (L^ 
has been inoluded here as it will be of interest when we come to study 
the muscle action in detail.) The variation of all these may, however, 
be readily studied by means of graphical constructions, as we have already 
established approximate mean values for the displacements of the thigh 
and shank during the entire swing phase (appendix 5) «
Bearing in mind, the range of values of a, b, d and e determined above, 
the following trial values were selected:
Offset Dimensions Used in Hamstring Geometry Constructions 1 to 4
Figure
No
Construction
No
a,;
(mm)
b
(mm)
d
(mm)
©
(mm)
8.12 1 60 60 30 30
8.13 2 60 60 20 45*) see
8.14 3 60 60 10 60 V figure
8.15 4 40 40 20 45 J 8.11
The values of e in constructions 2, 3 and 4 were maintained constant 
at the magnitudes shown for all angles of knee flexion greater than 45°» 
but increased linearly above these values by some 20 mm as flexion decreased 
from 45° to 0°. These variations are shown graphically in figure 8.11 
together with the approximate % swing phase corresponding to the degree 
of knee flexion (based upon the mean displacement characteristics previously 
derived in appendix 5)* The conjugate values of d and e are shown on 
the sketch indicating the boundary of realistic values, figure 8.10.
Constructions 1 to 4 (figures 8.12 to 8.15) were thus drawn, using
the mean values of and ©g during the swing phase (appendix 5)> and
increments of 1($ of the cycle time. In each position, the offset of 
the hamstring force (h), the angle of the hamstring to the vertical (Q^ .) 
and the total length of the hamstrings (tjj) were measured, the results 
being tabulated in appendix 9 and shown graphically in figures 8 .16,
8.17 and 8.18.
iv) Discussion of results of constructions Figure 8.16 clearly 
shows that the general nature of the variation of the offset h during the 
swing phase is not significantly affected by the choice of attachment 
location parameters. It is, however, worth observing the spread of the
results at the end of the cycle, where h is found to vary between about
13 and 35 mm. It is in this region that aiy variation will be most
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significant, as we have already seen in Chapter 7 that the hamstrings are 
active towards the end of the swing phase. Construction 2 would appear 
to represent a mean result among the four sets of trial values investigated.
The same general results are found regarding the hamstring angle
O-j in figure 8.17* The results are very similar in.all constructions,
othe largest difference being only some 3i at the end of the swing. 
Construction 1 or 2 would appear to represent the best mean result in 
this case.
As could be predicted, the hamstring length results showed the greatest 
variation due to the choice of attachment locations. However, the 
differences evident in figure 8.18 are primarily due to the variation in 
the original length of the muscles. If the change in length A i s  
plotted (as opposed to the total length L^) the general trend can be more 
readily observed. The values of 41^ are tabulated in appendix 9 for all 
the constructions, and plotted against a base of % swing time in figure 
8.19* Again the largest spread of results is at the end of the swing,,
ALy varying between about 62 and 82 mm here depending upon the construction 
chosen. Construction 2 or 3 might represent the best compromise here, 
although it is interesting to note the relatively modest change in length 
obtained in the later stages of construction 1.
It is clear that the model is not particularly sensitive to changes 
in the hamstring attachment locations, in that the general nature of the 
variations in h, ©jj and do not change radically between constructions.
If the possible spread of results at the end of the swing is borne in mind, 
it seems reasonable to assign values to a, b, d and e corresponding to 
construction 2, say, which appears to offer the most representative mean 
characteristic overall.
Simulation of h, eH and aLr
i) Hamstring force offset, h Although it would be a relatively 
easy matter to programme an arbitraiy function generator to produce the 
characteristic shown in figure 8.16, the apparently sinusoidal nature 
of the variation suggests that a simple mathematical model may exist.
It should also be remembered that we may well wish to study swing phases 
of different durations. It would thus be convenient if the characteristic 
were related to some non-temporal factor so that the appropriate value of 
h was always generated, irrespective of the time taken for the swing.
With this in mind, expressions based upon 3ine functions of ©^  and ©g 
were investigated until an empirical model of the form:
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h = 0.195 sin (©^  - 9^) (metre)
was found to represent very closely the results previously obtained for 
h. The check values are tabulated in appendix 10 and the resulting h 
values compared with the results of construction 2 in figure 8.20. A 
reasonable full scale value for h would be 0.250 m (see figure 8 .16).
ii) Hamstring angle. Qjj The variation in ©jj during the swing phase 
is naturally very similar to the variation in • This may clearly be 
seen if figures 8.17 and 5*5 are compared. Expressions based upon the 
angle of the thigh were thus investigated and a model of the form:
©H = ©1 +0.10 (radian)
was found to simulate quite closely the results of construction 2 over 
the second half of the swing phase. This is demonstrated in figure 8.21, 
the model values of ©^ being tabulated in appendix 10. The relatively 
large discrepancy in the early part of the swing is considered acceptable 
as we can already anticipate little, if any, hamstring activity before 
the 50$ swing phase point is reached (see Chapter 7)* The full scale 
value for ©^ should be taken as + 1 rad, toie consistent with ©^  •
iii) Change in hamstring length. In a similar fashion to the
previous models, expressions based upon ©^  and were investigated with 
a view to producing the type of characteristic shown in figure 8.19*
An empirical model was eventually developed of the form:
ALH = O'Qlt-5 + 0.085 (ep - 0.052 (61 - e2) (metre)
The trial values for this model are tabulated in appendix 10, and the 
results for ALg compared with the construction 2 results in figure 8.22. 
Clearly the model agrees quite closely with the results of the construction 
throughout the entire swing phase. A reasonable full scale value for 
ALjj would appear to be 0.10 m (see figure 8.19).
Mathematical models have now been developed representing the essential 
muscle action during the swing phase. Inlhe next chapter they will be 
incorporated into the existing model.
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CHAPTER 9: Construction of the Analogue Simulation of the Complete Forced
Damped Model
The mathematical models of the muscle action developed in Chapter 
8 will now be combined with the existing model, and a simulation of the 
complete system developed. The conventional programming procedure will 
be carried out and the circuit formation discussed in some detail.
Conceptual Model
The complete model has already been assembled in figure 7.6. It 
is important to remember that the assumptions being made about the real 
system (which are discussed in Chapter 2) are stili applicable.
Mathematical Model
From figure 7*6, the revised equations of motion may be derived as 
follows:
Shank - resolving vertically: g - Q - F cos 9^ = 0 9*1
resolving horizontally: R + F sin ©^ = - V  9*2
rotation about D: -  R cos ©2 + Q sin ©2 -  F  h = -  1 ^  *©9 9*3
Thigh - rotation about H:
g Lc sin ©^  + Q sin ©^  - R Iy cos ©^  - - - 1^  *9 9.4
Simplifying and re-arranging these in a similar fashion to the undamped 
model in Chapter 2:
as x ~ 3^  ©1 + Ld ©2
then equation 9.2 yields: R = - M2 (L,| ©^  + ©2) - F 9^
and from equation 9 * 1 :  Q = Mg g  - F
Substituting for Q and & into equation 9.4 and rearranging gives:
M2L1LD .. (M^g+M^^g FL1(©H-ei) %
y  «, I 1M 0 *  r r% ^  - — j
1 (i^HgL,2) 2 ( i ^ L , 2) 1 (I1+V l 2)
hIf we assume 1^ -j£-, substituting for 1^, Q and R into equation 9*3
yields:
V  4 M2 L1 LP y  4 M2 ED g n
2 " “ „ T 2N 1 ~ „ T 2\ 2(I2 + 4 M2 Lp2). 1 (I2 + 4 M2 l/)
- F 4 L »   Qo + ------- *---- _ _ h , 9.6
2\ "H 2S "2 + 7Z , „ t 2s h( I 2 + 4 M2 Ld ) J(X2 + 4 M2 Lp ) n (I2 + 4 Mgljjj )
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Equations 9*5 and 9.6 may be expressed in the form:
®1 = “ k1 G2 “ k2 °1 ” k8 F * k11 “h  ^  ^^
and ®2 = “ k3 9#1 ~ \  02 “ F£k9 0H “ k9 02 ~ k10 hl
where to k^ are the existing constants introduced in Chapter 2, and:
, (0h - V  Li , *■ h>V - .    ■ ■ Jr =
8 (I., + M2 L,2) 9 (i2 + 4 M2 Ld2)
k10 = ,T , , , , 2> and k11 = /T „ 2-,
>2 2 D 1 2 1
Note that we are justified in taking kg as approximately constant 
as the model we have developed for ©^ (see Chapter 8) is:
0j£ = 9,j + 0.1 (radian)
thus Gjj - = 0.1 , a constant.
As with the ©^ model itself, it could be suggested that this approximation 
is only accurate over the latter half of the swing phase. However, we 
do not anticipate any major hamstring activity in the early stages of the 
swing, and any slight inaccuracy in kg when F is small or indeed zero is 
hardly significant.
When considering the knee lock mechanism at the end of the swing, 
the introduction of the hamstring force F now produces a moment about the 
hip acting on the limb both before and after ©^  = ©2* As this may be 
considered sensibly constant through the transition or changeover point, 
there will be no external angular impulse introduced at ©^  = ©2, and so 
angular momentum must still be conserved. Thus equation 4.1 (Chapter 4) 
is still valid. The equation of motion of the rigid model after ©^  = ©2 
may, however, be influenced by F, and so equation 4.2 must be revised to 
account for this. Figure 9.1 shows F acting on the rigid compound model 
after the ©^  = ©2 position has been reached.
When ©| = ©2, the offset h is only about 2? mm (see appendix 10) 
compared with a value of (L^  + L^) of about 670 mm (see figure 6.1 )* The 
effective moment arm of F about H is thus approximately:
(^ + Ld) sin (©h - ©R)
But (©jj - 0^ ) is equivalent to (©^ - 0^) in the rigid condition, and we 
have already seen that this approximates closely to 0.10 radian in the 
later stages of the swing phase* This moment arm. is thus approximately:
(1^  + L p  sin (0.10°)
ro Li  + l d 
10
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The equation of motion of the rigid model may he written:
M1 8 LC 9R + M2 S L^1 + 9R + 10 = ” ZH 9R
i.e,
„ " 1 (L1 + F 
®R = " Ijj |M1 LC + M2 + h ) }  ®R 9,8
• •
or ©R - - ky Or - kl2 F 9.9
where h = th  Lc + m2 k * V l  and k L1 + ldIjj L 1 C 1 D J “ 12 " 10 Ijj *
Ijj being defined previously in Chapter 4.
Note that Mr has been deliberately omitted from this part of the model 
as we do not anticipate any active hip moment at the end of the swing 
phase.
The digital computer programme MDX1 (see appendix 8) was used to 
evaluate constants to k ^  inclusive, using the revised anthropometric 
data summarised in figure 6.1. The results were:
k1 = 0.4197 k2 = 27.54
k3 = 1.257 k4 = 29.37
k5 = 0.6533 k6 0.3467
^7 =
17.18 k8 = 0.0344
k9 0.6135 k10 := 2.454
kH ^ = 0.8191 k12 = 0.0253
As the equations defining Mr , h, Or and ALr have been developed in' 
the previous chapter, we may now assemble the complete mathematical model 
of the forced damped limb as follows:
^  e‘2 “2 -1
•  d
= - k,. Qn - krt Gj ~ kg F + k^ Mr
>92 = ” k3 9*1 “ \ G2 ~ F ^ k9 9H “ k9 92 ~ k10
^R = k5 + k6 92
9R = ” k7 eR “ k12 P
h = 0,195 sin (©^  - ©2)
©u = ©. +0,10 H i
ALh = 0.045 + 0.085 ©1 - 0.052 (©1 - ©2)
d©. d©.1 # 1 • •
dt “ 91 dt “ 91
f»2 V f®2 ••
dt = 92 dt “ 92
^GR • ^9R ••
dF = 9K and d T  = 9R
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Full Scale Values
These have already been suggested for all the variables (with the 
exception of the hamstring force F) and are as follows:
A A A .
©^  = ©2 = 9r = + 1 rad
a  a
©,, = © = © =  + 10 rad/s
i ^  i t
/**«* /»«" . 2 / \
©^  = ©2 = ©^ = + 100 rad/s (but see below)
h  =  0 . 2 5 0  m
A
= ± 1 rad
/a
AL„ = 0.100 m ri
A
a n d  IIL^  =  1 0 0  Nin
Morrison (i+4) has estimated the peak hamstring force during the swing 
phase of level walking at a Hnormal gait” to be about 1.2 kN, and so a 
reasonable full scale value for F might be 1,000 N, say. However, it 
is quite likely that the maximum value of F required to achieve a normal 
displacement characteristic will vary significantly with the time of 
swing, and will inevitably increase at higher cadences when the swing time 
is reduced. Now the sensitivity of any simulation is at its greatest 
when the maximum values of the variables actually developed are closely 
matched to the full scale values chosen for scaling purposes. In order 
to obtain the maximum sensitivity possible under all conditions, it is 
thus necessary to accommodate different full scale values of F. But if 
relatively high values of F occur, then high values of shank deceleration 
may result, so that it would be sensible to apply any scaling modifications 
to both F and ©^ simultaneously. This may be done by introducing a 
variable scaling factor, S say, defined as follows:
Full Scale Value 
of F (N)
Full Scale Value 
of *©*2 (rad/s^)
Scaling Factor 
S
1,000 100 1
2,000 200 2
5,000 500 5
This unconventional approach enables the scaled equations to be expressed 
in such a form that modifications to the full scale values of F and ©^ 
can be accomplished quickly and reliably should the need arise.
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Amplitude Scaled. Aquations
Amplitude scaling the above equations and including the scaling factor 
S where appropriate yields:
(£,) = - (s) k, (%,) - ^  (£,) - 10 (s) k8 (f) + k^ (j^ )
k k
= - A  ^  - i o m  (^ } - 1 0  ®  h  (v  - k9 ^  - °*25 No
(|r) = k5 (£,) + k6 (62) '
= - 1(X) R^  " 10 ^  k12 ®
(h) = 0.78 (sin - e j )
(^j) = (a,)+ °*10
toLjj) = 0.45 + 0.85 (8.j) -  0.52 (e l -  0„)
&(a,) =1° (fi,). 4 ^ )  = 10 .(2,)
^  (a2) = 10 (eg) ^< gg) = 1° (S) a 2 )  ■
= 10 <%> and . - & < &  = 1 0 ^
Time Scaled Equations
Time scaling the latter six differential equations, using a time 
scaling constant of 10 as in Chapter 3, yields:
^ ( i 2) = (s) Ce2)
and Fr <$r> = <4>
Using the values of the constants to k ^  listed earlier in this 
chapter, the machine equations may be written as follows:
(a,) = - £0.04.20 (s)J 10 (e2) - £0.27543 1 (a,) - fo.3440 (s)7 1 (f)
+ £0.0819J 10 (1^ )
- 10-(F ) ^  £0.6135] 1 (%) - £0.6135] 1 (£2) - £0.0614.7 10 (ii)j 
(%) = £o.6533] 1 (£,). + £0.34.67] 1 (i2)
= - C0*1718J 1 (Sr) - £0.0253 (s)j 10 (F )
£(£,) = (£,)
F  ^  = R^
Machine Equations
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(h) = 0.78 (sin (er - ej)
( V  = (£,) + [0-0100J 10
(ALjj) = fo.4500.1 1 + Co.0850] 10 (£,) -£0.0520] 10 (o1 - ej
(£j) = (&)) =<*£,)
i  <2r> = (%) Fr ( V  = <*4 )
Flow Diagram
This is shown in figures 9.2 and 9.3. It is appropriate to divide 
it into two as two separate analogue consoles will, in fact, be used*
The general layout of figure 9.2 will be recognised as the original 
circuit simulating the motion of the undamped model including the knee 
lock meohanism, obtained by combining figures 3*1 and 4-.3. Figure 9.3 
represents the simulation of the forcing and damping muscle actions and 
the change in hamstring length. Although it is always possible to construct 
alternative circuits to produce the desired model, the characteristics 
of the analogue computer being used often dictate the most appropriate 
layout. In this case, three factors are significants
i) The generous supply of trunks available on the VIDAC 336 
machines enable both analogue variables and logic levels to be fed from 
one machine to another;
ii) Special and arbitrary function generators and multipliers are 
readily available as plug-in modules;
and iii) The independent logic control of any amplifer is possible.
The hip moment will initially be simulated using a reference voltage 
and an amplifer controlled by a digital timer, so that a selected value 
of Mjj may be sustained for a chosen time period tjj. The value of the 
hamstring force F will, however, be produced via an arbitrary function 
generator, as we particularly wish to investigate changes in the nature 
and phasing of the required F characteristic. This function generator 
could be driven by a simple time base, but as we may wish to study swing 
times of different durations, it would be far more convenient if a non­
temporal drive was used. This approach has already been mentioned in 
the context of the simulation of h and ALjj (Chapter 8) and it would seem 
sensible to choose the same variable - G^) in this case. It must 
be emphasised, however, that this in no way suggests that the hamstring
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force necessarily depends upon the degree of knee flexion in the real 
system, hut is simply a convenient way of generating a factor which is 
automatically controlled as the swing time is changed.
Additional points to note in the flow diagram are:
i) The creation of the empirical h value using a sine function 
generator driven by the variable (©^  - ©^) ;
ii) The generation of ©^ by means of a reference voltage combined 
with ©^;
iii) Simulation of the relatively cumbersome empirical model 
using a single summing amplifier;
iv) The use of a quarter square multiplier to yield the product 
term containing F;
v) The dependence of the muscle action circuit (figure 9*3) on 
the values of ©^  and ©^ produced in the original circuit; 
and vi) Mjj, P and F[f'(©^e^h)] vaIues being fed back into the original 
circuit (figure 9*2)#
Logic Arrangement
Before constructing this circuit, thought must be given to the logic 
control of the amplifier associated with M^. If we wish this moment 
to be present for a finite time interval tjj, we need to control the 
amplifier - an invertor in this case - by means of a timer so that it is 
active when the simulation is commenced, but ’'resets" (i,e, dropS to zero) 
at the predetermined time. Independent control of an invertor has already 
been discussed in the context of the display circuit in Chapter 4* In 
this present case, it may be achieved using a digital timer, flip-flop 
ani two not-gates to drive the appropriate amplifier control module, as 
shown in figure 9*4* It should be noted that this logic arrangement 
actually puts the invertor in the "compute" mode at all times with the sole 
exception of the period between the end of the selected count and the 
manual return of the simulation to "reset". This unusual procedure 
avoids the small but detectable delay which could be produced if the 
invertor only went into the "compute" mode when the simulation was switched 
to "compute", A sensible total count should, of course, be selected 
on the digital timer, so that it cannot possibly be reset before the 
required count is complete.
Circuit Formation
Two similar VIDAC 336 analogue computers were interconnected to
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accommodate the simulation, the circuit diagram being shown in figures 
9.5 and 9.6. It should be noted that the potentiometer A7 is included 
prior to amplifier A3 in figure 9.5 to enable the scaling factor S to 
be changed easily. The amplifier input gains will be as shown if S is 
chosen to be 1 or 2, but if S = 5, the required setting of potentiometer 
A4 (figure 9.6) exceeds unity so that the input gain on the downstream 
amplifier (B1, figure 9.5) should be changed to 10. This is the only 
gain setting which needs changing when S is varied between 1 and 5* but 
note that six potentiometers also need to be reset.
Additional points of interest in the circuit are:
i) A clock frequency of 100 Hz was chosen as most suitable for 
the digital timer controlling the generation of M^, as this produces a 
total count lasting 8 seconds prior to resetting (35). Bearing in mind 
the time scaling factor of fi = 10, the maximum duration of could only 
approach this time if the hip moment were active throughout the entire 
swing phase of an extremely slow gait (see Chapter 5)*
ii) A parallax bias is used on the arbitrary function generator 
to produce a displacement of the function along the drive (or X) axis.
This enables fine adjustment of the hamstring action phasing to be 
achieved.
iii) A potentiometer is situated immediately upstream of the sine 
function generator to scale the input signal to suit the particular type 
of generator employed. The need for such a potentiometer is explained 
in appendix 10,
iv) Key switches have been incorporated into the circuit to control 
the inclusion of M^ and F in the simulation.
and v) Display trunks are employed to enable the more important variables 
to be readily monitored.
A view of the general arrangement of the computers and associated 
display equipment is shown in figure 9.7.
Static Checks
As we have no readily available dynamic check for the complete 
simulation, we must carry out a conventional static check. It should 
be remembered that the values chosen for such a check need have no physical 
significance, but are merely used to confirm that the amplitude scaling 
and circuit construction have been carried out correctly.
The following values were chosen:
0^  = + 0.40 rad 0^  = + 5.0 rad/s
12 3
©2 = - 0.20 rad ©g = - 1 . 0  rad/s
9r = ©^  = 0.40 rad (as ©9 < ©^)
Mjj = 20 Nm 
and F = 100 N
These were set within the simulation using the initial condition 
inputs to the amplifiers and a constant force profile on the arbitrary 
function generator, and the variable scaling factor S set at 1. Now 
if these check values are substituted into the mathematical model and the 
equations solved simultaneously, the following values are obtained:
^  =13.1 rad/s2
*0*2 = - 26.6 rad/s2
5r = 2.92 rad/s ©r = - 9.40 rad/s2
h = 0.110 m
0r = 0.500 rad
and = 0.048 m
XI
The appropriate amplifier outputs were monitored and the above 
values all confirmed. It is an interesting reflection on the accuracy 
of the simulation that only in the case of the generation of h was the 
difference between the calculated and simulated value greater than 0.3&.
Even with the h value the difference was only about Jfo - hardly a significant 
error.
The scaling factor S was changed to check the implementation of the 
variable scaling approach discussed earlier. With S set at 2 and then 5, 
the simulated values were again found to agree with the calculated check 
values, only a slight decrease in accuracy when S was set at 5 being 
detectable.
A static check was also carried out to test the generation over 
the entire range of ©^  and ©g. This part of the circuit was isolated 
and various static values of ©^  and (©^  - ©2) corresponding to the mean 
displacement characteristics derived in Chapter 5 fed into the appropriate 
potentiometers. The output from the summer B2 (figure 9*5) was monitored 
and compared with the trial values tabulated in appendix 10. The results 
were virtually identical.
Dynamic Checks
Although we have no complete dynamic checks with which to compare the 
response of the entire simulation, it is a wise precaution to ensure that
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the original undamped simulation is still valid. To do this, the hip 
and hamstring actions were switched out of the simulation, the scaling 
factor S set to unity and the trial recorded in figure 5.7 repeated as 
a dynamic check. The results were identical.
Finally, the variable scaling approach was checked dynamically using 
the undamped response results. With S set at 2, the above trial was 
repeated, and the displacement results were found to be indistinguishable 
from figure 5.7. Similarly, when S was set at 5, the displacement results 
were virtually identical.
We now have sufficient confidence in both the simulation of the 
original undamped model, and the additional forcing and damping actions, 
to study the response of the complete simulation. This is presented 
and discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 10: Results Obtained Using the Forced Damped Model at a
Normal Cadence
In this chapter the results obtained when using the complete forced 
damped model to simulate a normal swing of 0.30 s duration will be presented 
and discussed. It will be shown that typical displacement characteristics 
may be obtained by programming suitable moment and force profiles within 
each muscle action.model. Alternative ways of obtaining an apparently 
normal swing will also be discussed, and conclusions will be drawn regarding 
the nature of the hamstring action normally occurring during the swing 
phase.
Initial Trials
The complete simulation was found to be easy to control, the response 
of any four variables being simultaneously monitored on a four channel 
display oscilloscope. The time scaling factor of 10 proved to be most 
suitable, yielding a cycle that was slow enough to be reafiily appreciated 
and diagnosed by the naked eye, and yet fast enough to provide a relatively 
short MturnroundM on trials. A permanent record of the more important 
results was obtained using an XY plotter connected directly to the display 
trunks.
The effects of varying the hip moment magnitude and duration are 
shown in figure 10.1.
In all these runs the initial conditions were:
#
= 0 ©^  = + 5.0 rad/s
©2 = - 0.87 rad and © 2 = 0  
and the hip moment set as follows:
Key to Figure 10.1
Run
Number
Hip Moment 
Magnitude 
Mjj (Nm)
Duration of 
Hip Moment 
tjj (problem s)
1 0 0
2 50 0.015
3 100 0.015
4 ..
50 0.030
As could be predicted, an increase in the magnitude of results in a 
rise in the ©^  value throughout the swing phase, and a corresponding
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drop in the ©2 value early in the swing. The 9^  = ©2 point is progressively
delayed and the initial value of ©^ increased as is increased. The 
effect of increasing is somewhat similar to increasing M^, and indeed 
runs 3 and 4 are found to almost coincide over substantial portions of 
the swing. It is interesting to observe the relatively close correspondence 
between the final two runs and the envelopes of typical displacement 
characteristics which were derived in Chapter 5 and are shown here for 
comparison.
When different hamstring force profiles were investigated, it soon 
became apparent that in order to damp the unrealistic discontinuity in 
displacement when ©^  = ©g? & characteristic of the general form shown in 
figure 10.2 is required. Bearing in mind that (©^  «* decreases as time 
elapses, this characteristic yields a sharply rising F value at around 
the 53^ swing time point. For the purpose of initial trials, this 
profile was scaled so ss to yield different peak values of F, the effects 
of this variation being shown in figure 10.3- The initial conditions 
were maintained at the values chosen for the hip moment variation trials 
reported above, was set to zero, and F varied as follows:
Key to Figure 10.3
Run
Number
Peak Hamstring Force 
F (N)
1 400
2 600
3 800
4 1,000
As the magnitude of F increases, the value of ©^ in the second half of 
of the swing is reduced, while the corresponding ©^  value is raised 
slightly. The ©^  = ©^ point is progressively delayed and the magnitude 
of the initial velocity of the rigid compound limb increases as F
is increased. Again note the relatively close correspondence between 
the final run and the characteristic envelopes.
It is important to emphasise that numerous trials were conducted 
to confirm all the above trends, but only a few runs have been presented 
in each case for clarity.
Matching Criteria
Before it is possible to meaningfully discuss the results obtained 
using the simulation, some thought must be given to the criteria used to
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optimise the response. The four primary factors considered were:
i) The general correspondence with the typical displacement 
characteristic envelopes;
ii) The realistic initial velocities of both the thigh and the
shank;
iii) The smooth transition from the two element model to the rigid 
compound model;
and iv) The velocity of the rigid compound model at the end of the 
swing.
The first of these needs little elaboration, save a reminder that the 
envelopes were developed and discussed in Chapter 5. The initial trials 
show that it is quite possible to achieve a reasonable "fit” within both 
envelopes simultaneously. These trials also demonstrate that the initial 
conditions chosen - both displacement and velocity - are of the correct 
order of magnitude in that they yield displacement variations which appear 
to be realistic in the early part of the swing.
The smooth transition at the end of the swing when 0^ approaches 
is an essential characteristic of normal human gait: nature abhors
discontinuities. The trials show that a force developed in the hamstring 
group can achieve the necessary damping, without producing any unnatural 
side effects on the general displacement forms.
The final velocity of the model at the end of the swing has not been 
discussed before, but is of great importance when the entire locomotion 
process is considered. To avoid developing unwanted anterior or posterior 
forces, the relative velocity between the heel and the ground 'should be 
zero when the heel meets the ground at the end of the swing phase. If 
the angular velocity of the limb is too great, energy will be wasted in 
striking the ground forcibly, thus deforming the foot (or footwear) and 
the ground itself. Alternatively, if the angular velocity is too small, 
the foot will either tend to skid forwards along the ground or "foot slap" 
will occur as the heel is arrested and the ankle continues in its forward 
motion. Once again, a loss of energy will result in either case. The 
optimum final angular velocity of the limb will be that which yields a 
linear velocity of the foot equal to the linear velocity of locomotion but 
in the opposite sense. (This can perhaps best be visualised by considering 
the hip to be a fixed datum in space, with the ground translating in the 
posterior direction at the mean locomotion speed.)
G-rieve and G-ear (10) have studied the variation of swing time with 
the mean velocity of walking, and their results for adult males are shown
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in figure 10.4. A stature of 1.75 m has been assumed in keeping with 
the anthropometric data developed in Chapter 6. A swing time of 0.30 s 
thus appears to correspond to a locomotion velocity of about 3*0 ay's.
(This figure is rather high, being a ” fast gait” by any standards (see
appendix 4) and could thus be said to cast doubt upon the validity of
taking a swing duration of 0.30 s as a "normal0 situation. However, this 
is of no consequence, as the entire range of swing times will in fact 
be investigated in the next chapter.) As the total length of the rigid 
limb is 0.92 m (figure 6.1) the required velocity is given by:
= - &  = - i*2£ ra^ s
The final velocity in run 4 of figure 10.3 is only about -1.0 rad/s, 
indicating that a hamstring force well in excess of 1 kN will probably 
be required in order to achieve a realistic final velocity with a swing 
ldsting 0.30 s.
Simulation Results
When employing both the hip moment and the hamstring action, the 
optimum response as judged by the above criteria was found to be produced 
when the follo?/ing initial conditions and settings were used:
9 ^ = 0  9^  = + 3.9 rad/s
©2 = - 0.87 rad 02 = 0
Mg = 20 Nm %  = 0.06 s
F = 4 N and F = 2,900 N
The displacement response is shown in figure 10.5, together with the 
variation of the hamstring force F with time. All the matching criteria 
were satisfied, albeit with a final velocity marginally below the desired 
value ( - 3*0 rad/s compared with - 3.26 rac^ /s ideally). It was found 
to be impossible to increase the final velocity to - 3.26 rad/s without 
9^  crossing the lower boundary of the typical envelope prior to the completion 
of the swing. It should be noted that the final velocity was not merely 
obtained by estimating the slope of the displacement graphs - a notoriously 
inaccurate approach - but by studying auxiliary velocity versus time 
plots and reading off directly the value of the velocity at the completion 
of the swing.
A very small value of F was found necessary throughout the early
</
part of the swing, and it is this value which is referred to as F above.
A
Although small in magnitude when compared with F, it was found to
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significantly affect the displacements towards the end of the swing.
This is not surprising when the variation of the offset of the hamstring 
force from the centre of mss of the shank (h) is considered (see figure 
8.20). The value of h 3 of the way through the swing phase is about 
ten times the value at the end of the swing, thus making the early F 
values far more significant than later values in terms of their effect 
upon the displacement response of the entire system.
Before we discuss the significance of the results in detail, one 
further trial will be mentioned. It was found possible to achieve an 
almost identical response to that shown in figure 10.5 without using any 
hip moment at all, by simply increasing the initial 9^  value and introducing 
a small negative initial ©£ value, as follows:
9^  = 0 0^  = + 5.2 rad/s
©2 = - 0.87 rad = - 1.0 ra.d/s
V °
J = 30 N ana P = 2,900 N
The response is shown in figure 10.6. It is apparent that the F character­
istic used in this case is virtually identical to that shown in figure 
10.5, the increase in the initial $ value being the only difference.
Discussion of Results
Considering first the results obtained using the hip moment (figure 
10.5) four aspects of the response immediately give us confidence in the 
simulation. These are:
i) the simultaneous correspondence of ©^  and ©g with the typical 
displacement envelopes;
ii) the required muscle phasing agrees with the electromyographic 
studies;
iii) the magnitude of the hip moment agrees with previously published
data;
and iv) the ©^  = point is most closely approached just prior to 
completion of the swing.
The simultaneous correspondence of ©^  and ©g is in no sense automatic; 
it was quite conceivable that one of these variables could only be matched 
to its respective envelope by using an unrealistic response from the 
second variable. However, the fact that it is quite possible to match 
them simultaneously using reasonable forcing and damping characteristics 
tepds to support the validity of the two degrees of freedom approach.
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The hip moment is required for about the first 2C$ of the swing phase, 
and the hamstring action begins to rise sharply and is sustained at its 
peak value over the latter 30fo of the swing. The phasing of both these 
actions is generally consistent with the results obtained from walkway 
studies as discussed in Chapter 7 (see figure 7.3). Furthermore, the 
magnitude of M^, 20 Nm, falls within the range of between 10 and 50 Nm 
reported by Paul (21), and in fact coincides exactly with the prediction 
of Sorbie and Zalter (45)• Such agreement is further justification of 
the model.
Reference was made earlier in the chapter to the change in timing 
of the ©^  = Og point which could be achieved by varying the hamstring 
force F. During the trials leading to the establishment of the response 
shown in figure 10*5 it became clear that the ©^  = ©^ point was occurring 
very near the end of the swing. This relatively late positioning is 
consistent with most experimental walkway results (see figures 5*1 to 
5.4 inclusive). But again, this correspondence is in no way automatic 
as it might have been found that matching ©^  and ©^ to the envelopes was 
only possible with a much earlier = ©^ location.
Closer study of the later stages of figure 10.5 reveals an interesting 
fact concerning the control of the knee. The magnitude of the hamstring 
force F required to yield the optimum response is such that the shank is 
arrested and accelerated backwards without ©g quite attaining the current 
instantaneous value of ©^, so that the knee lock is never in fact used, 
and the limb never operates as a rigid compound model (see Chapter 4) •
The physical significance of this is important; it indicates that hyper­
extension could be primarily prevented by hamstring action, and not 
ligament action within the knee. A smooth transition to a situation 
closely resembling the swing of a straight rigid limb at the end of the 
phase is achieved, even though the knee is quite free to flex. This is 
shown in figure 10.5, where at the completion of the swing:
©^  a 18.5 deg ©^  - 3.0 rac^ /s
©2 ^  16.5 deg and dg — “ 3.0 rad/s
It should be emphasised that it is not being suggested that there is no 
ligament action near the end of the swing - clearly the posterior cruciate 
ligament must resist the tendency of the tibia to slide backwards relative 
to the femur under the action of the hamstring force F - but that no 
ligament action is specifically required to prevent hyperextension. This 
suggestion supports Morrison (52) who predicts in his analysis of the knee
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joint that no anterior cruciate ligament action is necessary at the end 
of the swing phase, although the posterior cruciate ligament will be in 
tensiori. A slight reduction in F would result in Qg actually attaining 
the value, but the final velocities would be reduced still further 
below the desired value of about - 3*26 rad/s •
Turning now to the magnitude of the hamstring force, the relatively 
low value of F proposed during the early part of the swing could explain 
why some investigators have detected "inconsistent” activity in the 
hamstrings during this period using electromyography (12). This is 
because an electrode which covers a small finite area of muscle will tend 
to record a low level of activity as an intermittent signal due to the 
continual firing, of different motor units (33)* It is also interesting 
to speculate that this force could be produced by action of the short 
head of biceps femoris, as some authorities suggest that this muscle is 
active during the early part of the swing phase (but remember that this 
short head is not being simulated in the model - see Chapter 7)*
A
The magnitude of F proposed here of 2,900 N is perhaps surprisingly high. 
Relatively little quantitative information appears to be available with 
which to compare this value, but Morrison (44) calculates a peak value of 
about 1,300 N. Now it has already been mentioned that a 0.30 s swing 
is perhaps rather too short to be considered as normal. It will be seen 
in the next chapter that if this is increased to about 0.37 s, a value 
of F of about 1,300 N is found to be sufficient to satisfy all the matching 
criteria. Morrison did not appear to measure the swing time during his 
tests, but a value of 0.37 s corresponds to a mean locomotion speed of 
about 1.5 nj/s (see figure 10.4) and this speed would normally be accepted 
as a "free" or "comfortable" speed of walking (see Chapter 5) • The 
difference between the peak hamstring forces is thus a little less 
significant than would appear at first sight; it can be entirely accounted 
for by a modest change in the swing time. Before leaving Morrison* s 
work, however, it is pertinent to draw attention to the differences 
between his method of analysis and the present study. Two factors could 
affect the relative accuracy of the results:
i) Morrison did not attempt a detailed study of the effective 
change in hamstring attachment location due to the polycentric nature of 
theoknee joint, and in this respect the present study might be considered 
more accurate;
and ii) Morrison appears to have obtained the values of the acceleration 
of the limb segments by double differentiation of displacement recordings.
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This process is extremely difficult to carry out accurately, and would 
appear to be inherently less sensitive than the reverse (integration) 
procedure used as the basis for the present simulation.
It will be remembered that the hip moment simulates the action 
of the ilio-psoas pair. The quadriceps group are not represented at all. 
The fact that an apparently realistic swing is obtained would indicate 
that it is the ilio-psoas which is the prime flexor of the hip during 
the early stages of the swing as suggested in Chapter 7, and not the 
quadriceps as is sometimes maintained. Ary quadriceps action would not 
only accelerate the thigh but also tend to accelerate the shank, and this 
must inevitably lead to an even higher value of F being required to retard 
the shank at the end of the swing. This would seem to be unlikely.
Finally, let us consider the second trialseported above, and shown 
in figure 10.6. This response was achieved without using any hip moment 
at all during the swing, but simply increasing the initial 5^  value and 
introducing a small negative initial ©g value. As thi3 trial also 
satisfies all the matching criteria, and even produces a marginally more 
realistic final velocity of - 3.2 rad/s, it would appear to be an alter­
native ”solution”. This is, of course, quite reasonable; it simply 
shows that if a sufficient hip moment is applied just prior to toe-off 
to increase the initial velocity of the thigh, and the calf group contracts 
slightly to give the shank a small negative velocity at toe-off, then no 
further hip moment is required during the swing. What is interesting 
is that the hamstring characteristic required is hardly changed at all.
We will return to this alternative solution in the next chapter.
Summary
All the available evidence, such as the simultaneous correspondence 
of ©^  and ©g and the phasing of the muscle actions, tends to confirm the 
validity of the model. Confidence has thus been established not only 
in the assumptions underlying the model, but in the simulation itself. 
Consequently, certain tentative conclusions may be drawn from the results 
so far obtained, and these are briefly summarised below.
It appears that during the swing phase of locomotion at a normal 
cadence:
i) Hamstring action alone is sufficient to prevent hyperextension 
of the knee at the end of the swing;
ii) A small hamstring tension is necessary during the first half 
of the swing;
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iii) A swing of 0.30 s duration will require a maximum hamstring 
tension of about 3 kN to be developed in the second half of the swing;
iv) The ilio-psoas provides any hip moment necessary during the 
early part of the swing;
and v) Suitable adjustment of the initial conditions at toe-off can 
eliminate the need for any hip moment during the swing phase.
This chapter has been concerned with the simulation of a normal swing 
of 0.30 s duration. In the next chapter we will examine the energy 
requirements of such a swing, and see how these requirements vary with 
cadence. This will involve studying the relationship of the hamstring 
tension to length during the swing phase.
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CHAPTER 11: Energy Balance Considerations, and the Results Obtained
when Simulating Locomotion at different Speeds
The enargy requirements of the swing phase, which were emphasised 
as being of.importance in the Introduction, will now be considered. The 
variation of the hamstring force with length will be examined, enabling 
the energy absorbed by the hamstrings to be evaluated, and the energy 
balance established for the complete swing. The duration of the swing 
will also be varied, thus simulating locomotion at different speeds, and 
the change in the energy balance and the muscle actions studied.
Evaluation of the Energy Changes •
Before we can meaningfully discuss any energy changes or attempt 
a balance, a sign convention must be established. Energy or work is a 
scalar quantity, but it can be considered to be positive or negative 
depending upon the direction of displacement of the force involved. It 
is noiraal to define work done as positive if the force acts in the direction 
of motion, and negative if the force acts opposite to the direction of 
motion; this convention will be adopted here. Now we may consider the 
musole actions in our model to cross the system boundary as they are 
resisted by external reactions, and so if the above sign convention is 
applied, a positive energy value indicates energy transfer from the muscle 
into the system, whereas a negative value indicates energy passing out 
of the system into the muscle,
i) Hip moment The work done by the hip moment is given by the
Pr°dUOt AUHrp = %  Ojj (joule)
where 9^ (radian) is the angle turned through by the thigh while is 
acting. Qjj may be evaluated from a displacement plot by reading off the 
value of 9^  when a time t^ has elapsed - that is when Mjj ceases. For 
example, in figure 10.5:
tjj = 0.06 s
9jj ~ 0.26 rad
/. AUjjjp = 20 x 0.26
= + 5.2 J
As is acting in the direction of motion of the thigh, it will always 
do positive work according to our sign convention, and thus put energy 
into the model.
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ii) Hamstring Action If the variable force F is plotted against a 
base of change in hamstring length the area enclosed by the graph
will be proportional to the work done by this muscle group* Now AL^ 
is- explicitly generated in the simulation and has already been tested 
statically (see Chapter 9). Figure 11.1 shows the variation of AL^ 
with time obtained during the normal swing trial discussed at length in 
the previous chapter and shown in figure 10.5. If figure 11.1 is compared 
with figure 8.22, it is clear that is being generated quite satis­
factorily. However, the most interesting feature in the dynamic 
result is the slight reversal at the end of the swing where AL^ decreases* 
Numerous trials confirmed that this phenomenon was associated with the 
prevention of knee l^yperaK^nsionj **or ‘the decrease in could only be
A
eliminated by reducing the F value to such an extent that the 9^  = 
condition was clearly attained and the knee lock mechanism called upon to 
prevent hyperextension, thus introducing a slight discontinuity into the 
displacement as in figure 10.3, say. In Chapter 10 it was suggested 
that such a knee lock - analogous to ligament action - need not be employed 
during normal locomotion, and so this slight reversal in AL^ seems 
inevitable if we are to rely on the hamstrings to prevent hyperextension. 
Attention has been focussed on this aspect because it will significantly 
affect the nature of the F against ALjj plot. The value of using geometric 
as opposed to temporal factors as a base upon which to develop the AL^ 
function is also apparent, as if a simple time base had been used to 
simulate the variation shown in figure 8.22, the above AL^ reversal 
might well have been overlooked.
It is a simple matter to supply both F and AL^ to an XY plotter 
simultaneously, and thus record directly the relationship between these 
two variables. This was done for the normal trial shown in figure 10.5, 
the results being recorded in figure 11.2. The value of ALjj corresponding 
to the end of the swing was read from figure 11.1 and arrows have been 
added to indicate the path taken during the swing, so that the reversal 
of ALjj discussed above is clearly visible. Care must be exercised in 
interpreting the area enclosed by 3uch a graph, and to this end three 
sketches are shown in figure 11.3. If the F versus ALjj plot is considered 
in two stages, the first portion from point 1 to point 2 encloses an area 
"A”, which, according to our sign convention represents negative work done, 
as the force F is opposing the direction of motion. In the second phase 
from point 2 to point 3, an area MB" is enclosed, which represents positive 
work done as F is now acting in the direction of motion. The net work
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done during the complete cycle from point 1 to point 3 is thus proportional 
to area (B - A) which is equivalent to area (D - C) in the final sketch.
Applying this approach to the actual variation shown in figure 11.2 
yields a net area equivalent to - 4*6 joule, so that:
^UHAM = £
The negative sign indicates that energy is passing from the swinging 
model into the hamstrings - a perfectly reasonable result as the prime 
function of this muscle group is to damp the swing of the shank towards 
the end of the swing phase. Even though this method relies upon estimating 
what may be a relatively small difference between two similar areas, 
numerous trials confirmed that the results are quite repeatable.
iii) Potential Energy The initial configuration of the model is 
known and the final position of the members may be read directly from the 
displacement results, so that the change in potential energy can be 
calculated. For example, for the trial shown in figure 10.3, the change 
is + 2.1 joule (see appendix 11) so that:
AUpg = t 2.1 J
The positive sign indicates that potential energy is being consumed by 
the system as the composite centre of mass of the entire model falls 
slightly.
iv) Kindtic Energy Kinetic energy is a scalar quantity which is 
always positive irrespective of the direction of the velocity. The 
change in kinetic energy may thus be defined as:
AUKE = UKE(FINAL) ~ UKE(INITIAL)
The initial and final velocity states are either known or may be read 
directly from the results, so that the initial and final values of the 
kinetic energy may be calculated, thus enabling the change to be evaluated. 
For the trial shown in figure 10.5 the change is + 2.7 joule (see appendix
12) so that:
A u KE =  +  2*7 1
The positive sign shows that the kinetic energy of the model has increased 
during the swing phase.
Energy Balance at a Normal Cadenoe
The "work-energy equation” may be expressed in the form:
£  AU = AU,™KE
This equation relates the net work done during an interval of motion to 
the corresponding change in the kinetic energy. It should thus be
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possible to balance the various energy changes derived above for one 
complete swing if they are summed as follows:
AUHip + + ^ UPE = ^ uke
This may be re-written in the form:
4UHip + + AUPE - AUj^ , = 0
If energy changes occurring in the trial shown in figure 10.5 are combined 
in such a fashion, the result is:
+ 5.2 - 4.6 + 2.1 - 2.7 = 0 
The energy balance is found to be perfect!
Before assuming that this level of accuracy can be guaranteed for all 
trials, the same process should be applied to the results shown in figure 
10.6, this being the trial referred to in the previous chapter which 
appeared to produce normal displacement characteristics without using 
ar$r hip moment at all during the swing. The F versus ALjj plot for this 
trial is shown in figure 11.2. The energy changes were found to be:
a u hip = 0
A U HAM =  -  6-8 J  
M p E  = + 2-3 J 
and AU,„ = - 5.8 J
so that the energy summation yields:
0 - 6.8 + 2.3 + 5.8 = + 1 . 3 J  
which is still a reasonably small error. It should be noted that in 
this case there is a net loss of kinetic energy during the swing phase, as 
opposed to a net gain in the previous case when was present. This 
is perfectly reasonable as significantly higher initial velocities (and 
thus initial kinetic energy levels) are required to compensate for the 
absence of during the swing, whereas the final velocities are of course 
very similar. The energy absorbed by the hamstrings is found to rise 
slightly from 4.6 to 6.8 joule.
These results are extremely satisfying, as they not only demonstrate 
that it is possible to make valuable observations regarding the energy 
transfers occurring, but also provide yet more evidence of the validity 
and indeed sensitivity of the entire simulation, as it is hard to imagine 
that any significant errors are present when such a relatively accurate 
energy balance is produced. The energy transfers recorded will be further 
discussed following the study of their variation with walking cadence.
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Energy Balance Variation with Cadence ' •
It would be extremely interesting to observe what changes take place 
in the energy transfers when different speeds of locomotion are employed. 
The swing duration in the model may be changed by altering the initial 
conditions and muscle actions in just the same way that the control of 
the real system is primarily achieved. The matching criteria discussed 
in Chapter 10 may still be applied as the typical displacement envelopes 
were based upon variable speed trials as well as normal gait trials 
(see Chapter 5). envelopes may thus be scaled to embrace different
swing times. The optimum final velocity of the model at the end of the 
swing may be estimated at any cadence using the approach shown in Chapter 
10 for a swing of 0.30 s duration. The final velocities evaluated in 
this fashion are tabulated in figure 11,4 for swing phases lasting between 
0.25 and 0.80 s.
When exploratory trials were carried out to investigate the swing 
times attainable using the simulation, it soon became apparent that 0.60 s 
was probably the longest realistic swing that could be achieved using a 
hip moment during the swing phase. Figure 11.3 shows two such trials 
using initial conditions and hip moment parameters as follows:
Key to Figure 11.5
Run Initial Conditions Hip Moment Duration of
Number ©1 ( rad/ s) • ©2 (rad/s) Magnitude(Nm)
Hip Moment 
tjj (problem s)
1 + 0.50 0 20 0.30
2 + 0.50 L°._____ 15 0.40
Any further increase in or t^ produced excessively large values 
of.©., together with unrealistically low values of ©^ around the middle 
of the swing pha.se.
When similar trials were attempted without using any hip moment 
during the swing, realistic durations of no more than about 0.30 s were 
possible without ©., becoming far too large and ©  ^decreasing unrealistically 
early in the swing. These trends are shown in figure 11,6, using the 
initial conditions as follows:
Key to Figure 11.6
Run Initial Conditions
Number ©1 (rad/s) ©2 (rad/s)
1 + 3.00 - 2.00
2 + 3.00 - 3.00
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It would thus appear that it is essential to have some hip moment 
present during the swing phase in order to achieve swing durations in 
excess of approximately 0.30 s. Consequently in the variable cadence 
trials which follow, only the type of swing which includes an active 
hip moment will be studied.
A series of trials were carried out in which seven different swing 
times of between 0.25 s and 0.60 s duration were simulated, the details 
of the parameters necessary to yield the optimum response in each case 
being tabulated in figure 11.7. The displacement results, F profiles 
and F versus ALjj variations are shown in figures 11.8 to 11.13 inclusive. 
It should be noted that the least realistic responses are those for the 
longest swing durations (0.50 s and 0.60 s in particular) where it was 
found impossible to achieve the ideal final velocity. However, with all 
the other swing times, it was found possible to achieve quite realistic 
swings as judged by all the matching criteria. The variations of M„,
V  A
tjj, F and F with swing duration are summarised in figure 11.14. The 
relationship between the swing time and the mean locomotion speed is 
significantly non-linear, and so the above parameters have also been 
plotted against a base of mean speed of walking in figure 11.15, using 
Grieve and Gear's data shown in figure 10.4. This conversion means ' 
sacrificing one set of results, as Grieve and Gear found that a swing 
time of 0.25 s was not normally achieved. However, this is a small price 
to pay in order to obtain the more meaningful relationships between the 
various muscle forces and the speed of walking.
An energy balance was carried out on each of the trials in the series 
in the same manner as described earlier for a swing of 0.30 s duration, 
and the results are tabulated in figure 11.16. The largest discrepancy
was found to be 1.5 joule, but the mean lack of balance was only about 
0.7 joule. The variations of all the changes in energy levels are shown 
graphically in figure 11.17 against a base of swing duration, and also in 
figure 11.18 against a base of mean locomotion speed.
Discussion of Results
One of the objects of this work is to attempt to quantify the muscle 
actions occurring during the swing phase of locomotion. Although these 
actions have been determined for various swing durations normally found 
in walking, it would appear to be more relevant to the overall process 
of locomotion if their variation with mean walking speed is considered. 
Thus, in the discussion which follows, attention will he concentrated
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primarily upon the variation of the muscle actions and energy levels with 
walking speed.
Little, if any, work appears to have been published with which to 
compare the muscle action results summarised in figure 11.15, although 
Milner et al (43) have studied the variation of mean EMG- levels with 
walking speed. Unfortunately, Milner did not investigate the ilio-psoas 
but monitored the action of the quadriceps as representing the main hip 
flexor, and so even this EMG- evidence cannot be directly compared with the 
results shown for the hip moment variation in figure 11.t5>. is found
to remain relatively constant at about 20 Nm for all speeds of locomotion 
with the exception of very high speeds in excess of 3*0 n/s where the value 
rises sharply to about 30 Kin (see figure 11.14)* The duration t^ decreases 
regularly from about 0.35 s at the slowest gait to almost zero at the*' 
highest walking speeds, corresponding to a decrease from nearly 6C$ of 
the swing duration down to less than 20fo at speeds in excess of 3*0 n/s. 
These results seem reasonable in the light of the figures obtained by 
Paul (21) in a series of trials using 14 subjects. He calculates a 
range of between about 10 and 50 Nm, although he makes no attempt to 
correlate his results with walking speed.
Before leaving the hip action, it is interesting to dwell for a 
moment on the fact that realistic swings in excess of 0.30 s cannot be 
achieved without using during the swing. It appears that we only 
have a choice between the two limb swinging techniques at relatively high 
speeds of locomotion (J>3.0 n/s, say), but normally employ action at 
all lower speeds. The significance of this is that a loss of function 
of the ilio-psoas might cause unnatural displacement characteristics at 
a slow gait even though a relatively fast gait appears natural, (it is 
thus important to maintain this muscle in as healthy a condition as possible 
during, say, a hip joint replacement operation, even though it may sevenLy 
restrict access to the joint - see figure 7*4*)
V
P, the value of the force in the hamstrings occurring throughout the 
first half of the swing, is found to decrease rapidly from nearly 30 N 
at the slowest gait to about 4 N or less at a normal or fast gait. This 
is clearly a consequence of the limb tending to swing in its natural mode 
which corresponds to a relatively fast gait, so that at slower speeds a 
significant damping action is called for throughout the swing. The sharp 
increase in the F characteristic commences at about the 5f$ swing time 
position at slow gaits rising to about the 70^ position at the highest 
speeds, so that the muscle phasing is relatively constant. This supports
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Milner's results for the phasic activity of the hamstrings. The magnitude
A
of F is proportional to the speed of walking, rising from about 350 N 
at the slowest speed to about 3 kN at a speed of 3-0 ny^ s. The general 
trend here also supports Milner's results, as he finds that hamstring 
EMG- activity increases fairly uniformly with speed. In addition, Morrison 
(44) calculates an F value of about 1.3 kN at a "normal" gait. This 
would appear from figure 11.15 to correspond to a locomotion speed of 
about 1.5 n/s, a perfectly reasonable value. An magnitude of about 
4 kN would seem to be needed if a swing duration as short as 0,25 s is 
to be achieved. Hamstring forces of this magnitude have not been predicted 
before, but do not seem unrealistic. They could certainly explain the 
frequency of "hamstring pulls" among race walkers, and, although running 
cannot be directly equated to high speed walking, it is surely significant 
that this same injury is so common among sprinters.
Before leaving the hamstring characteristics, let us consider in a 
little more detail the F versus 4L^ variation. Figure 11.2 Clearly shows 
that the hamstrings are stretched over 60 mm or about 1 of their initial 
length before the sharp increase in F commences. We can also see the 
reversal of just prior to the end of the swing. Both these character­
istics may be extremely significant, not only in relation to the energy 
changes affecting the hamstrings, but also to the peak hamstring force 
developed. It has been suggested that if a muscle performs an "excentric" 
action (i.e. extension of the muscle under load) and is then Immediately 
allowed to work "concentrically" (i.e. shortening as in a prime mover), 
the force it is capable of exerting externally is substantially greater 
than it could otherwise develop (54). Could the initial stretch be 
enhancing the strength of the muscle in preparation for the force which
it will be required to develop in order to retard the shank? The evidence,
/\
particularly in view of the unusually large values of F apparently needed 
at higher speeds of locomotion, seems to suggest that this strengthening 
mechanism is occurring.
It is also interesting to consider the rate of change of length of 
the hamstrings. The velocity may be estimated from the gradient of 
the /XLjj versus time relationship shown in figure 11.1. Such estimates 
have been tabulated and the variation of dLjj with time shown in figure 
11.19. The variation of ALjj with F has also been drawn in figure 11.20.
In this latter case, the velocity axis has been inverted so that concentric 
action is shown in the first quadrant as usual. It is apparent from these 
two graphs that as F commences its rapid build-up, the increase in the
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velocity of extension of the hamstrings is checked,, and reversed, the 
transitional zero velocity point (when the maximum hamstring length is 
momentarily attained) occurring at about the time that F reaches its peak 
value. This may also be observed in figure 11.2. It is significant 
that the peak hamstring force is required at approximately the time when 
the muscle extension velocity is instantaneously zero, as the traditional 
muscle tension - velocity relationships suggest that the greatest forces 
can only be developed at the lowest velocities (55). Subsequently, the 
muscle force remains constant until the end of the swing even though the 
velocity of contraction increases, but even here it seems significant 
that the required force does not continue to rise once concentric contraction 
commences.
It has been recognised for a considerable time that the metabolic 
cost of walking at a comfortable speed is relatively low. An energy 
consumption of about 10 kJ/min in excess of the resting metabolic rate 
of about 5 kJ/min is typical at a mean locomotion speed of, say, 1.2 
m/a (29)* This figure should be compared with consumptions of about 
15 kJ/min in excess of the basal rate while carrying out essentially 
stationary work such as ironing clothes. If a normal cadence of about 
100 steps/min is assumed, we may estimate a consumption of 100 j/cycle 
(in excess of a basal rate of 50 J/cycle) where one cycle will include 
both a stance and a swing phase. Attempts to subdivide the consumption 
still further into stance and swing requirements have rarely been made, 
and, indeed, we will see shortly why such attempts may be unacceptably 
artifical. However, Dean (9) has estimated the normal energy required 
by the swinging leg during the swing phase to be about 65 J in excess of 
the basal rate at a walking speed of 1.5 n/s. Although he used a simple 
rigid model, his value would tend to confirm the commonly held view that 
the swing phase consumes the majority of the energy.
If we now attempt to interpret the foregoing energy balance in the 
light of these consumption figures great care must be exercised, as the 
balance only relates to the mechanical energy transferred across the system 
boundary of the model. It does not necessarily equate directly to the 
metabolic energy consumption of the two muscle groups simulated, which 
may be considered as discrete systems in their own rights. It is thus 
essential to study the component energy changes before drawing apy con­
clusions regarding the overall picture. These are shown in figure 
11.18.
The energy transfer occurring at the hip is straightforward, as
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AUrip is always positive. The mechanical requirement is relatively 
constant at about + 8 j/swing, only dropping significantly at very high 
locomotion speeds where the reduced duration tjj more than compensates 
for the increased magnitude of M^. This result partly confirms the 
early work of Bresler et al (30) in which normal AU^ -jp values of about 
+ 7 J/swing were estimated.
The hamstring energy transfer is the intriguing aspect of the balance.
The mechanical requirement is clearly to extract from the system about
10 j/swing at a walking speed of 1.5 W s. This confirms estimates
of about 12 J/swing by Bresler et al (30). The variation with locomotion
speed is quite reasonable as the required damping would be expeoted to
rise to a maximum near the natural frequency of vibration of the system.
But we now turn to the crucial question of the pl^ysiological significance
of the AIL,,., variation. Cavagna et al (56) have shown that if concentric nAM
contraction follows immediately after excentric action, then most of the 
work done on the muscle can be returned to perform useful external work. 
From our plots it is clear that no discontinuity occurs between the 
excentric and concentric actions, so thatihis energy storage mechanism 
may be talcing place in the hamstrings. As a consequence, no metabolic 
energy (in excess of the resting rate) need be supplied to this muscle 
group except possibly at the very highest locomotion speeds in excess of 
3.5 n/s where becomes marginally positive. It is important to
observe that even if the efficiency of this stretch-storage process is 
significantly less than 10($, sufficient energy would still be made 
available as the negative exceeds the subsequent positive
by a comfortable margin at all but the fastest walking speeds. Could 
any excess negative energy either be transferred to provide the
metabolic energy required at the hip, or be stored long enough to be used 
after completion of the swing phase? The former seems most unlikely,
but the latter is conceivable, particularly as the hamstrings are certainly
c
still active after heel strike (8). If present, this storage aspect 
tends to suggest that it is unrealistic to consider either the swing or 
the stance phase in isolation when studying overall metabolic consumptions; 
energy temporarily stored in the muscles during the late part of the swing 
phase might be usefully employed in the early stance phase. (This line 
of reasoning could be extended to suggest that energy might be stored 
in the ilio-psoas during the latter part of the stance phase, to te 
released as AUWTp during the early swing phase.)
Now if no stretch-storage mechanism is working, the negative
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energy is effectively lost and the hamstrings must supply all the positive
AUtt.,, energy required. This is tabulated and. shown graphically against 
HAM
a base of mean locomotion speed in figure 11.21, Not unexpectedly, the 
positive energy requirement increases with speed, being about 3 J/swing 
at 1,5 n/s but rising to about 13 J/swing at 3*0 n/s.
The change in potential energy is relatively constant at about 
+ 2 J/swing. However, it must be emphasised that the model employs the
hip as a datum, ao that motion of the hip is not included in the simulation.
Now the pelvis normally remains relatively level as it rises and then
f^lls about 30 mm during the swing phase (12, 13, 37). The net change
in potential energy of the body is thus zero, so that the-ZftJpg- values 
calculated here for the swinging leg appear to be significant even though 
one leg is only about 17$ of the whole body mass.
The change in kinetic energy is fairly constant at about + 2 j/swing 
for locomotion speeds in excess of 1 n/s. At speeds below this, the value 
appears higher, but it should be remembered that at these lowest speeds 
it was found difficult to obtain the desired low final velocity value, 
so that might be overestimated slightly.
We are now finally in a position to consider the overall energy 
balance from a metabolic viewpoint. Should a stretch-storage process 
be assumed to occur? This question can be partially answered by considering 
the alternative results obtained if it' i© included or omitted. Figure 
11.22 shows the net energy requirements of the system to be provided by 
the muscles (as opposed to gravity) if
i) an ideal stretch-storage process occurs, so that the negative 
AUraM va^ues are meaningful and the AUHTp a M  AUp^ values shown in 
figure 11.18 may be summed;
or ii) no stretch-storage process occurs at all, so that the ^ U^-p 
value shown in figure 11.18 must be added to the positive component
shown in figure 11.21.
The result obtained assuming the process to occur is immediately 
attractive as it exhibits a distinct minimum at about 1.8 c/s, a finding 
which could explain the well known minimum energy requirement which 
appears to exist at each individuals most comfortable walking speed 
(26, 27). On the other hand, it is perhaps surprising to find that for 
most walking speeds the muscular energy requirement on this basis is 
negative, indicating that energy is being extracted from the system by 
the muscles. However, as explained above, it is possible that this energy 
is performing useful work early in the subsequent stance phase.
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If we rule out the stretch-storage process, then the net energy 
requirement is substantially increased, being about 1QJ/swing at the 
slowest speed, but rising to 20 J/swing at about 3«0 iq/s without. displaying 
a significant minimum at apy intermediate speed. If a muscle efficiency 
of, say, 20fo is assumed (27), a metabolic energy supply of about 50 J/swing 
rising to 100 J/swing at high speeds of locomotion is indicated. These 
figures tend to support Dean's estimate mentioned earlier of about 
65 J/swing, a not unexpected result as Dean did not attempt to include 
any stretch-storage mechanism in his model.
What can be concluded about the stretch-storage mechanism? On the 
evidence of the minimum energy consumption found at a normal locomotion 
speed, it would appear that such a process may be occurring. Furthermore, 
the significant reduction in energy consumption which could be achieved 
if the stretch-storage phenomena did occur also tends to indicate its 
presence; it seems unlikely that nature would miss the opportunity to 
economise on energy consumption! However, this question can only be 
completely resolved if a detailed study of the muscular activity during 
the entire walking cycle, including the swing and the stance phase, is 
carried out so that the energy transfer between the two phases canbe 
considered.
Summary
The relative accuracy of the energy balance obtained together with 
the reasonable nature of the parameters required at all the swing durations 
studied, is yet more evidence confirming the validity of the simulation.
The conclusions drawn from the variable cadence trials are briefly summarised 
below.
It appears that during the swing phase of locomotions
i) Ilio-psoas action normally provides a moment of approximately 
20 Hm about the hip at all speeds of locomotion, the duration of this 
action decreasing at higher speeds;
ii) Ilio-psoas action may be avoided by suitable adjustment of 
the initial conditions at high locomotion speeds, but is essential in 
order to achieve normal displacements at low speeds;
iii) The small hamstring tension which is necessary during the 
first half of the swing decreases as the speed increases;
iv) The phasing of the hamstring action, expressed as a percentage 
swing time, is relatively constant at all locomotion speeds;
v) The maximum hamstring tension required Is approximately
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proportional to the speed of locomotion, being about 1.2 kN at a speed 
of 1.5 n/s;
vi) Sv/ing durations of 0.25 s or less require a maximum hamstring 
tension in excess of 4 kN to be developed;
vii) A muscle-enhancing mechanism could be occurring in the hamstrings 
whereby pre-stretching raises the maximum tension the muscle is capable 
of developing;
viii) The maximum hamstring tension is required when the stretching 
velocity is instantaneously zero;
ix) The energy input at the hip is relatively constant at about
8 j/swing for most speeds of locomotioh, but decreases slightly at high
speeds;
x) The change in potential energy of the swinging limb is relatively 
constant at about 2 J/swing for all speeds of locomotion;
xi) The change in kinetic energy is relatively constant at about 
2 J/swing for locomotion speeds in excess of 1.0 m/a, but may be higher 
for speeds below this value;
xii) A stretch-storage process could occur within the hamstrings
in order to make use of the work done on the muscle;
xiii) A minimum energy requirement at a locomotion speed of about 
1.8 n/s may be demonstrated if a stretch-store process is assumed to 
occur in the hamstrings;
and xiv) Some energy stored in the hamstrings may not be released to 
perform useful external work until the stance phase commences.
This chapter has shown the usefulness of the simulation not only in 
predicting muscle actions and phasing at different speeds of locomotion, 
but also as a tool v/ith which to investigate basic muscle physiology, such 
as the stretch enhancing and stretch-storage mechanisms which may occur 
intie hamstrings. In the fisal chapter which follows, the limb of an 
above knee amputee wearing a prosthesis will be. simulated to demonstrate 
the use of this approach in the design of artificial limbs.
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"To frequent academies, to visit libraries, to own valuable 
but unread books or shine in all the journals; all these 
do not in the least contribute to the comfort of the 
sick."
R. M. Kenedi
(Future G-oals of Engineering 
in Biology and Medicine, 1969)
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CHAPITER 12: A Model of an Above-Knee Amputee Using a Prosthesis
Although the prime object of this work is to increase the knowledge 
and. understanding of the functioning of the normal leg during the swing 
phase of locomotion, a secondary object is to demonstrate the value of 
an analogue simulation in such analysis. Hopefully, this latter object 
has been achieved in the preceding chapters« What is now required, in 
order to turn a piece of basic research into a useful design tool, is a 
demonstration of the value of such simulation techniques in the design 
of artificial lower limbs. In this final chapter, a model of an above- 
knee amputee using a prosthesis will be developed, and the moment required 
to be provided by an artificial knee mechanism during the swing phase 
investigated for different levels of amputation.
Conceptual Model
This is shown in figure 12.1. As we are considering an above-knee 
amputee, the hamstrings can ho longer act directly upon the shank, of 
course, but may be attached to the exposed end of the femur by njyoplastic 
techniques to enable at least some muscle action to be re-established ( 57) •
The hamstring action may thus be represented by a force acting upon 
the thigh with some offset h^ about the hip. It will be reasonable to 
include a similar knee lock mechanism to that developed in the normal 
model (Chapter 4) as hyperextension of the prosthetic knee will almost 
certainly be prevented by a mechanical stop. In addition, a moment 
will need to be produced within the knee to damp the motion of the shank 
at the end of the swing phase in a fashion analogous to the action of the 
hamstrings in a normal leg. This moment is shown in the model, the 
positive sense being arbitrarily chosen to provide the above damping 
action. It is important to remember that the assumptions being made 
about the real system are still essentially the same as those listed for 
the simple model in Chapter 2.
Let us assume that we wish to study the effect of different amputation 
levels on the required knee moment in a proposed (or indeed existing) 
prosthesis at a normal cadence. This represents just one of many possible 
studies which could be carried out using a simulation of the type developed
for the normal model, but it will serve to demonstrate the value of this deiign 
tool.
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Muscle Action
Chodera (40) has suggested that a thigh stump length of less than 
about 85 mm is practically equivalent to hip disarticulation. Thus let
us consider four levels of thigh amputation as follows:
Definition of Amputation Levels
r.— — !—  —
Amputation
Level
Length of Femur Remaining
I*A (m)
Through-knee 0.42
Long above-knee 0.30
Medium above-knee 0.20
Short above-knee 0.09
Before any detailed modelling can be attempted, the variation of h^ 
during the swing phase must be investigated. Graphical constructions 
may be used for this in a similar fashion to the approach used td study 
the hamstring offset h in the normal model (Chapter 8) . The location 
of the upper attachment point of the hamstrings will be maintained in the 
position used in construction 2 of the normal model. The lower attachment 
location following myoplasty is indicated by the dimension f in figure 
12.2. A reasonable value for f would appear to be 40 mm, say, bearing 
in mind the normal width of the femoral condyles (see figure 8.6). The 
variation in the position of the instantaneous centre of rotation of the 
knee is of no consequence here, as we may assume that the natural shank 
has been replaced by an artifical member attached by a single axis knee 
joint. At higher amputation levels, a significantly smaller value of 
f - say 20 mm - would seem more realistic, as the muscle must be re-attached 
over the end of the shaft of the femur. The following trial values were 
thus selected:
Offset Dimensions Used in Hamstring Geometry Constructions 5 to 8
Figure
number
Construction
number
Femur length 
La  (m)
a
(mm)
b
(mm)
f
(mm)
12.3 5 0.42 60 60 40
12.4 6 0.30 60 60 20
12.5 7 0.20 60 60 20
12.6 8 ©.09 60 60 20
Constructions 5 to 8 were drawn, using the mean values of and ©g 
during the swing phase (appendix 5) and increments of 1Q& of the swing
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cycle time* In each position, the offset of the hamstring force (h^) 
and the total length of the hamstrings (L^ ) were measured, the results 
being tabulated in appendix 13 and shown graphically in figures 12.7 and 
12.8.
The most striking feature in figure 12.7 is the relative consistency 
of h^, particularly in the later stages of the swing, at all amputation 
levels. Bearing in mind that h^ only has any significance when the 
hamstrings are active, and we know from the normal model simulation that 
such action builds up towards the end of the swing, it seems reasonable 
to model h^ as a constant value for each amputation level. The following 
values were chosen:
Variation of h^ with .Amputation Level
Amputation Level
•
Construction
number
►
Hamstring Offset 
hA
Through-knee 5 0.082
Long above-knee 6 ' 0.085
Medium above-knee 7 0.085
Short above-knee 8 0.078
It would be interesting to observe the change in hamstring length 
characteristics, to see how they compare with the variation in AL^ already 
studied in the normal model. The values of ALg for constructions 5 to 
8 are tabulated in appendix 13 and plotted against a base of % swing 
time in figure 12.9* The results at all amputation levels are very 
similar, being reminiscent of the variation of with % swing time during 
a normal swing (see figure 5*5)# An empirical model of the form:
ALjj = 0.077 ©^ (metre) 
was found to represent a reasonable mean line through the family of curves, 
and is shown in figure 12.9, the check values being tabulated in appendix 
*13 • '
Anthropometric Data
We are now attempting to model the leg of an amputee so that we must 
re-consider the anthropometric data. The values of and will, of 
course, be unchanged as it is safe to assume that any design of prosthesis 
will maintain the knee in approximately the normal anatomical position 
for cosmetic reasons. The shank portion of a modem above-knee prosthesis 
usually weighs about 40 to 39$ of the natural shank weight, but beyond this
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it is difficult to draw any generalisations regarding the location of the 
centre of mass or the value of 1^ due to the many different designs available. 
The following values would, however, appear to be fairly realistic (6, 11):
M2 = 2.14 kg
L2Ljj = -f = 0.25 m
2
and I2 = 0.30 kg m 
It should be noted that modifications of these values while the simulation 
is being used may be accomplished extremely quickly, ao that in practice, 
the initial parameter settings are in no sense irrevocable.
Now the mass chosen for the shank represents about' of the natural 
mass. If this percentage is assumed to apply to all prosthetic replacement, 
so that the portion of the thigh removed by amputation is replaced by 
part of a prosthesis weighing approximately 49% of the removed thigh 
portion, then the following values of may be estimated for each, of the 
amputation levels suggested above:
Variation of with Amputation Level
Femur Length
la M
Mass of Thigh and 
Prosthesis above Knee 
M1 (kg)
0.42 8.10
0.30 7.24
0.20 6.29
0.09 4.93
Details of the calculations involved are given in appendix 14*
As we are effectively reducing the density at the free end of the 
thigh, Ij will tend to decrease more rapidly than simply proportional 
to . On the other hand there will inevitably be a knee mechanism 
added at the extremity which will tend to counteract this effect, as thi3 
mechanism will almost certainly be significantly more dense even than 
the natural thigh. A reasonable compromise is thus to take 1^  as 
proportional to and assume is approximately constant at the normal 
value for all amputation levels. These values, together with the other 
data suggested above, are summarised in figure 12.10.
Simulation Development
The construction of the simulation is very similar to the normal 
model which is derived in detail in the preoeding chapters. Consequently 
the mathematical model, circuit formation and static and dynamic checks
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are not discussed here, but are assembled for reference in appendix 15.
The flow diagram is shown in figures 12.11 and 12.12, and the circuit 
diagram in figures 12.13 and 12.14. It is interesting to observe that 
the simulation is slightly less complex than the one developed for the 
normal model, mainly due to the ease with which the modified hamstring 
action may be simulated.
Simulation Results
Attention was initially concentrated upon the knee disarticulation 
case, in order to determine the general characteristics of the amputee 
model. It is informative to commence our study by simulating normal 
muscle actions at the hip and hamstrings - that is similar characteristics 
to those found necessary in the normal model at the appropriate cadence - 
and observing the response which is obtained with and without a knee moment 
being developed within the prosthesis. A swing duration of 0.40 s 
was chosen for matching purposes as being more representative of a normal 
gait than the 0.30 s duration initially studied with the normal model.
The initial amputee trials are shown in figure 12.15, the initial conditions 
for all runs being:
©^  = 0 ©^  = 2.0 rad/s
©2 = - 0.87 rad and = 0  
(see figure 11.7) and the parameters set as follows:
Key to Figure 12.15
Run
Number
Hip Moment 
Magnitude 
Mh (Nm)
Duration of 
Hip Moment 
tjj (problem s)
Peak Hamstring 
Force
J?A W
Peak Knee 
Moment 
Mg- (Nm)
1 19 0.20 980 0
2 19 0.20 980 30
3 19 0.20 980 30
It is, of course, being assumed here that an amputee is capable of 
developing an initial thigh velocity at toe-off. Now an initial positive 
©^  value could normally be produced by ilio-psoas action or by contraction 
of the calf muscles prior to toe-off. EM& evidence indicates that both 
muscle groups are normally active towards the end of the stance phase, 
although activity in the calf muscles appears to cease significantly 
before toe-off (21, 22). (This tends to indicate that the hip musculature 
is primarily responsible for the initial velocity of the thigh in the swing 
phase, although a thorough analysis of the stance phase would be necessary
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to confirm this,) An above-knee amputee has lost the calf group, and so 
will have to rely entirely upon the hip musculature to provide this initial 
thigh velocity. This does not seem too unreasonable, although it indicates 
that the magnitude of the ilio-psoas action just prior to the commencement 
of the swing phase might have to be increased by the amputee.
It would seem unrealistic, however, to expect an amputee to be able 
to develop an initial shank velocity upon toe-off, as this would normally 
be achieved by calf muscle or quadriceps group action, neither of which 
are capable of directly influencing the shank following amputation. The 
initial value will thus be maintained at zero for all amputee trials#
Run 1, without apy knee moment at all, shows excessive lift of the 
thigh and a very sluggish folbw-through of the shank. The severe 
discontinuity as the mechanical hyperextension stop is used is clearly 
shown, but the full extension position is still attained at almost exactly 
the desired swing time. The significance of this is that if an amputee 
wishes to achieve a 0.40 s swing time whilst using a prosthesis with 
little or no knee damping, he can do so using approximately the muscle 
actions he had used during the swing phase prior to amputatioh. However, 
the displacement characteristics would appear abnormal as described above. 
But are these not precisely the characteristics exhibited by many amputees 
during the swing phase? This is of importance as it shows that the 
simulation has the power to demonstrate amputee defects; if the unnatural 
gait of a particular amputee is reproduced using the simulation, the cause 
of the deficient gait could be quickly identified and the required remedial 
action investigated using the model.
Runs 2 and 3 show the effects of including a knee moment of about 
30 Nm in the later part of the swing, following a very small initial 
negative value. Run 3 represents the most realistic response obtained 
when varying the knee moment only. This result, although possibly 
cosmetically acceptable, could almost certainly be improved by varying 
the muscle actions, as an amputee would presumably learn to modify his 
normal actions if by so doing he could achieve a more realistic gait. 
Consequently, an attempt was made to attain an even more realistic response 
by varying the muscle actions as well as the knee moment.
Figure 12.16 shows the optimum results obtained using the same initial 
conditions as for the previous trial (figure 12.15) but with the following 
parameter settings: (overleaf)
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Key to Figure 12.16
Run
Number
Hip Moment 
Magnitude 
Mg (Nm)
Duration of 
Hip Moment 
(problem s)
Peak Hamstring 
Force
FA (n)
Peak Knee 
Moment 
Mj, (Nm)
1 19 0.10 320 21
2 19 0.10 580 21
In both runs the response falls entirely within the normal envelopes, 
but the final velocity in run 2 is slightly more realistic due to the 
increased hamstring force retarding the thigh earlier. It should be 
noted that although the magnitude of the hip moment is unaffected, the 
duration t^ and the peak hamstring force are both only about half the 
values found necessary in the normal model. This is of great importance 
as the functional ability of muscles is usually significantly impaired 
following amputation, so that even if the hamstrings are retained at very 
near their original length and successfully attached to the shortened 
femur, it is unlikely that they will be able to develop their full power (40) . 
If it had been found that a greater peak hamstring force was required, 
it would have indicated that amputees could not hope to achieve realistic 
swings at higher walking speeds where F^ will inevitably increase even more.
Figure 12.17 shows the versus time and the F^ versus ALjj plots 
for the hamstrings during these last two optimised runs. The valuation 
of /ILjj with time shows a similar form to that found in the normal model, 
with substantial extensions being followed by a brief period of contraction 
at the very end of the swing. However, no significant force needs to be 
developed within this muscle until contraction is almost complete; that is 
muoh' later than in the normal model where significant forces are developed 
well before the full extension position is reached. This would tend, to 
suggest that an amputee might not be able to make use of the stretch 
enhancing mechanism to raise the peak force that he can develop in his 
hamstrings. However, it must be emphasised that for a relatively small 
cosmetic cost, the amputee could probably decrease the initial gradient 
of the F^ characteristic and commence its build-up earlier, so as to 
achieve some advantage from the stretch enhancing process.
Is the optimum knee moment characteristic required reasonable?
Figure 12.18 shows a comparison between the characteristic used in run 
2 (figure 12.16) and results previously calculated by Radcliffe, using 
velocity and acceleration values obtained by graphical differentiation 
of walkway displacement data (11) . The similarity between both the
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phasing and the peak M^ . value required near the end of the swing is striking® 
Such agreement gives us confidence in the amputee model. An interesting 
aspect of the generation of within the simulationifis that it is driven 
by the variable (9^  - 9^ ) . This is the easiest conceivable variable to 
sense in a prosthetic knee in order to control some internal torque 
producing mechanism. Although only adopted for computing convenience, this 
choice of dfive for the M^ . function generator probably has great practical 
significance.
Finally, having optimised the required knee moment for the disarticulation 
case, let us turn to the question of amputation level. Figure 12.19 
shows the results obtained using the optimised initial conditions and the 
parameter settings of run 2, figure 12.16, but simulating various amputation 
levels. The results are surprisingly similar; indeed the medium above­
knee case has been omitted for clarity as it fell between runs 2 and 3*
The trends that could be predicted - such as the rise in 9^  as decreases - 
are detectable, but of a relatively low order. The conclusion to be 
drawn is clearly that the level of amputation has only a secondary effect 
upon the required knee mechanism characteristic at normal locomotion 
speeds. It is unlikely that different knee mechanisms need be designed 
for use at different amputation levels, so that at least one of the numerous 
variables that the designer has to grapple with has been eliminated.
This assumes, however, that the remaining hamstring musculature is capable 
of exerting similar forces irrespective of the level of amputation. This 
is not true, but bearing in mind the reduced amputee F^ values compared 
with the normal F values, the conclusion would appear valid at least at 
low and normal locomotion speeds.
Summary
The successful demonstration of typical unnatural gait characteristics 
of an above-knee amputee, together with correspondence between the required 
knee moment and previously published data, tends to confirm the validity 
of the model. The conclusions which may be drawn from the present study 
of an above-knee amputee wearing a conventional prosthesis are briefly 
summarised below.
It appears that if a natural swing is to be achieved during locomotion 
at a normal cadence:
i) The duration of the hip moment required in the early part of 
the swing is significantly less than that required by a non-amputee;
ii) The maximum hamstring tension required to be developed is
191
significantly less than that required by a non-amputee;
iii) It is possible that the unnatural hamstring tension requirement 
precludes a stretch enhancing process within this muscle group;
iv) A knee moment of about 20 Km is required to be developed within 
the prosthesis over the last 3<$> of the swing phase; 
and v) The knee moment requirement is similar for all levels of 
amputatioh.
Numerous other aspects of the amputee swing phase could, of course, 
be studied in depth using the model developed in this chapter, but the 
particular example chosen demonstrates the value and versatility of an 
analogue simulation as a design tool.
It is hoped that this work, which is dedicated to those members of 
our community who cannot take normal locomotion for granted, will encourage 
both the Medical and Engineering Professions to re-appraise the dynamics 
of the swing phase. This is essential if a radical improvement in the 
design of artificial lower limbs is to be achieved.
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APPENDIX 1; Approximate Conversion Factors for Systeme International 
dfUnit6s
Length: 1 m = 3 . 2 8  ft
1 mm i 0.039 in
Mass: 1 kg = 2.20 lb
Speed: 1 m/s = 3.28 ft/s
= 2.24 mph
Force: 1 N = 0.223 lbf
Second moment 1 kg ^  s 23.7 lt ft2
of mass:
Moment: r - . 1 Nm = 0.737 ft lbf
Energy: 1 J = 0.239 cal
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APPENDIX 2: Initial Determination of Lower Limb Parameters
Thigh mass = 10.75 % of total
body mass
Shank mass = 6.5 % of total
body mass
Hip
23-7 °A 
height
Knee
The above mean values are taken 
from a N.A.S.A. publication (31) • 
If an average whole body mass of 
75 kg and stature of 1/75 m are 
assumed.:
Mt = 0.108 * 75 o; 8.10 kg
L1 = 0.237 * 1.75 ^ 0.42 m
M2 = 0.065 * 75 - 4.88 kg
L2 = 0.284 x 1.75 ~  0.50 m
If the thigh and the shank are 
both considered to possess 
approximately uniform mass 
distributions concentrated along 
the axis of each member, then:
M 2
I., = —  v —  = 0.476 kg m
and *2  =
M2 V
= 0.407 kg m
Evaluating 1^  in this manner will clearly tend to increase, the magnitude, 
as the centre of mass of the real system will in fact be above the mid­
point. A similar effect on I2 will not be so pronounced, as the centre 
of mass of this lower section of the lamb containing the foot will be 
closer to the mid-point (appendix 3). Thus for the initial trials assume 
the values:
~ . , 2
APPENDIX 5: Effect of Ankle Movement on Shank Parameters
170 Centre of 
mass of 
thigh
245
Centre of 
mass of 
lower leg
26-5
Centre of 
mass of 
foot
251
7 7 7 7 Z 77777 All dimensions in mm
*
Leg Mass Distribution Ankle Movement G-eometry
The above mean values are taken from a N.A.S.A. publication (31 )•
If the foot extends 20°, from say 90° to 110°, the change in position of
the centre of mass of the foot relative to the shank will be approximately
given by the arc length:
76 * 0*35 (as 20° ~ 0.35 rad) ^  26.5 mm
Resolving this into vertical and horizontal components yields:
vertical movement 6.5 cos 30° —  23.0 mm
and horizontal movement ^-26.5 sin 30° ,0i 13.3 mm
Now the mass of the lower leg . n ,
(from knee to ankle) = 4 '8 * of the total * * 7  mass
and the mass of the foot = 1.7 % of the total body mass
21 if
We may take moments about the knee to determine the position of the 
centre of mass of the combined lower leg and foot* If x and z are
defined as shown, then:
180x4.8+ ('(498-31)’* 1.7] = z *6.5 
which gives: z - 233 mm
and: 67x1*7 = xx 6,5
which gives: x = 17*5 mm
As the height of the knee above 
the ground is 498 mm, the position 
of this composite centre of mass 
is within 2% of the mid-height 
of the shank.
Re-evaluating this position 
following the 20° increase in 
the ankle angle yields:
180*4.8+ £(498 -8) x 1.7]= z ^ 6.5 
which gives: z = 261 mm
and: 34x1*7 = it K 6,5
which gives: x = 14*1 mm
The effect of the 20° change in angle is thus to move the centre of 
mass of the combined lower leg and foot down by 6 mm, and back by 3*4 mm.
Both these changes would appear to be insignificant in the context of 
the present study.
Centre of 
mass of 
combined 
lower leg 
and foot
777777*
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APPENDIX 4: Conversion of Locomotion Study Results to Standard Form
Eberhart. Inman and Bresler (12)
Their results for normal walking are expressed in terms of 9^  and 
£ say, where is defined below. The relationship between ©2 and S is
©2 = S + ©,j - 180 (degree)
The following table was thus 
drawn up:
Estimated
Walking
Speed
(n/s)
% Swing 
Time
ei
(deg) (deg)
92
(deg)
1.20 0 + 3 + 134 - 43
10 + 12 + 125 - 43
20 + 20 + 120 -40
30 + 24 + 122 -34
40 + 26 + 125 - 29
50 + 27 + 132 - 21
60 + 26 + 144 - 10
70 + 25 + 155 0
80 + 24 + 166 + 10
90 + 22 + 173 + 15
100 + 20 + 177 + 17
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Murray, Drought and Kory (13)
Their results for normal walking are expressed in terms of and 
/ say, where V is defined below. The relationship between ©0 and ¥ is:
©9 = ©^  - / (degree)
The following table was thus 
drawn up:
\
Mean
Walking
Speed
(Vs)
/o Swing 
Time
e1
(deg)
V
(deg)
92
(deg)
1.52 0 - 5 + 45 - 50
10 + 5 + 59 - 54
20 + 13 + 68 - 55
30 + 20 + 70 - 50
40 + 25 + 66 - 41
50 + 30 + 58 - 28
60 + 31 + 44 - 13
70 + 32 + 25 + 7
80 + 31 + 11 + 20
90 + 30 + 3 + 27
. . . ' !
100 + 30
- .
+ 26
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Murray, Kory. Clarkson and Sepio (37)
Their results cover normal and fast walking:
free speed 1.51 n/s
fast speed 2.18 n/s
The results for the fast speed trials are tabulated, the conversion 
from the knee angle V again being employed:
Mean
Walking
Speed
(n/s)
% Swing 
Time
ei
(deg)
'
(deg)
62
(deg)
2.18 0 - 3 + 46 >  49
10 + 5 + 58 - 53
20 + 14 + 69 - 55
30 + 23 + 70 - 47
40 + 28 + 64 - 36
50 + 32 + 52 - 20
60 + 33 + 37 - 4
70 + 34 + 22 + 12
80 + 34 + 10 + 24
90 + 34 + 5 + 29
100 + 33 + 8 + 25
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G-rieve (38)
G-rieve gives experimental results for three speeds of walking: 
slow gait O .36 statures /s
normal gait 0.76 statures /s
fast gait 1.21 statures /s
If a mean stature of 1.75 m is assumed, these three speeds correspond 
to 0.63, 1.33 and 2.12 V s  respectively.
G-rieve*s results may be expressed in terms of and ^  the following 
table thus being drawn up:
Estimated
Walking
Speed
(n/s)
fa  Complete 
Cycle Time
fo  Swing 
Time
V
(deg)
i
(deg)
62
(deg)
0.63 68 0 + 5 + 52 - 47
70 6 + 8 + 57 - 49
75 22 + 15 + 57 - 42
80 38 + 19 + 54 - 35
85 53 + 22 + 40 - 18
90 69 + 23 + 25 - 2
95 84 + 22 + 15 + 7
100 100 + 21 + 10 + 11
1.33 62 0 - 4 + 51 - 55
65 8 + 1 + 60 - 59
70 21 + 10 + 68 - 58
.
75 34 + 18 + 65 - 47
80 47 + 23 + 59 - 36
85 61 + 25 + 42 - 17
90 74 + 27 + 27 0
95 87 + 28 + 15 + ■13
100 100 + 28 + 12 + 16
2.12 58 0 -10 + 47 - 57
60 5 - 7 + 55 - 62
65 17 + 2 + 65 -63
70 29 + 12 + 70 - 58
75 41 + 20 + 66 — 46
80 52 + 25 + 54 - 29
85 64 + 27 + 36 - 9
90 76 + 29 + 19 + 10
95 88 + 30 + 12 + 18
100 100 + 30 + 14 + 16
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APPENDIX 5: Dynamic Displacement Characteristic Envelopes
fo Swing 
Time
<D W H
(degr
9, LOW 1
Em
ees)
■02 HI
relope Box 
02 LOW
indary Po 
01 HI
ints
(radi
9* LOW 1
ana)
G2 HI 92 LOW
0 + 5 -10 -43 -58 +0.09 -0.18 -0.75 -1.01
10 +13 - 3 -43 -63 +0.23 -0.05 -0.75 -1.10
20 +20 + 4 -40 -62 +0.35 +0.07 -0.70 i —S. • o 00
30 +24 +12 -35 -58 +0.42 +0.21 -0.61 -1 .01
40 +28 +18 -28 -47 +0.49 +0.31 -0.49 -0.82
50 +32 +21 -21 -33 +0.56 +0.37 -0.37 -0.58
60 +33 +22 - 4 -19 +0.58 +0.38 -0.07 -0.33
7° +34 +23 +12 - 5 +0.59 +0.40 +0.21 -0.09
80 +34 +22 +24 + 4 +0.59 +0.38 +0.42 +0.07
90 +34 +21 +29 + 8 +0.59 +0.37 +0.51 +0.14
100 +33 +20 +2.6 +11 +0.58 +0.35 +0.45 +0.19
Approximate Mean Values
fa  Swing 
Time (d
ei
Mean V
eg)
G2
’alues
(r«
G1
id)
92
0 + 0 - 50 + 0 - 0.87
10 + 5 - 52 + 0.09 -  0.91
20 + 12 - 52 + 0.21 - 0.91
30 + 18 - 47 + 0.31 - 0.82
40 + 23 - 37 + 0.40 - 0.65
50 + 26 - 26 + 0.45 - 0 .45
60 + 28 - 13 + 0.49 - 0.23
70 + 28 + 2 + 0.49 + 0.04
80 + 27 + 13 + 0.47 + 0.23
90 + 27 + 18 + 0.47 + 0.31
100 + 26 + 18 + 0.45 + 0.31
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APPENDIX 6: Derivation of the General Expression for the Second Moment
of Mass of the Frustum of a Cone about a Diametral Axis 
through the Base
Consider the frustum of a right circular cone, shown in section
above* Volume of the frustum = rl, (r. + r, r„ + r„ )
3 1 1  1 2 2 '
If the mass of the frustum is M, then
the mass of the elemental disc = try dx M
iT t / 2 2\
3 X1 (rl + r1 r2 + r2 >
- 3 M dx
( r 12 + r 1 r 2 + r 22) h
Thus I for the elemental disc about a diametral axis normal to the XY plane
3 M y  dx
2 2i , .V+ ^  r2 + rg ) 11 J
3 M y dx:
Applying the ’’parallel axis" rule to this element, I for the disc about
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an axis through 0 normal to the XY plane:
I = 3 M y 4- dx 3 M y dx
4 ^  r2 + r2 ) ^  + r,
 ________3_M________  ^
r + r 
2 2
(i\j + r2 + r2 ) ll
Thus the total value for all such elements in the frustum is given by:
»1,
'  3 M
f 2 2n -
(r1 + r1 r2 + r2 ' 1
{ 4" + y2 * 2] dx
( V ^ )
But r2
1^— 2 V 3^
and = Z 12 x y  =
• T = 
•• 0
±
t 2 2\ _
(rl + rl 2 + r 2 ' 1
r2 X (r2-r1}
1 “ 1 X 
2 t
1:4 1/  l.,2
4 , x dx
. 1 - U  
•• 0 20
l1r / ( r 2-r1)
{(r2 - r j 2 + 4 l,2 ^ 5 - r.,5)
r  2 2 W  s3
(ri + ri r2 + r2 >(r2 “ V  .
Now we are interested in determining 
I^# If B is the centre of mass 
of the frustum, and x is defined 
as shown, then using the parallel 
axis rule:
IA = IQ - M (12 - x)2 + M (x)
= I0 + M (2 1 2 X  - I 2)
Eliminating lg as above:
-n2
M r« 1
I, = I A o
? -i C - 0
* r-7n z x (i-2 " ri)" r2 M
To evaluate x, taking moments about A:
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TT 2 n 12 7r 2 /- \ A 2 - V  1 7r , 2 2n -
3 r 2 X2 4 ~ 3 rl 2 “ r C 1 4 J 3 1 r^i + rl r2 + r 2 \
Eliminating 1^ as above and simplifying yields:
- *1 (r24 - 4 r2 *1? + 3
4 (r2 - r1)2(r12 + r2 + r22)
Substituting back into the equation for 1^ and simplifying yields:
I; =
A 2 ( ) 3(r12+r1 z^+r^) If e B r2"ri)2+*Vl12J(r25-r1 ^ +r2l12(3r14-2r2rl3“r2')}
a partial check on this relatively complex solution, consider the
standard case of a complete right circular cone. Applying the above
solutions by letting r^  = 0 yields:
■ . . h
x ~ 4
and 3* = ^ M  r ^ V ^ M  I.,2
which are correct (41).
In addition, x and 1^ may be expressed as:
_ / 2 _ _ 2 \
■ (^2 2 i~2
X — • p . ' 9 1
(r2 + r2 r + rp)
and I
i 4 3 2 2 3 4\(r2 + r2 ^  + r2 ^  + r2 ^  ^  )
A ” 20 / 2 2v
(r2 * r2 .r, + r, )
M l,2 (r?2 + 3 rg ^  + 6 ^ )
+ _ _  2x
2 + r 2 r 1 + r 1 .)
so that the case of a right circular cylinder may also be considered by
T1
\
2
letting r^  = r2 = r, say. his yields:
i
i
x ~ 2
»» 2 M 1,•j ■ t M r , J[ and I. = — r—— +
A 4 3
which are also correct (41.) •)
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APPENDIX 7: Lower Limb Parameters as Reported by Contini
Contini (42) presents data which enable individual body segment 
parameters to be estimated if the whole body mass and height are known* 
Care has been taken to use only the results obtained from his first study, 
which was conducted on normal, healthy American males in the age range of 
20 to 40 years, rather than his second study, which was conducted on a ' 
random selection of males and females in all age ranges, and including 
some amputees.
Assuming a whole body mass of 75 kg and height of 1.75 m, Contini*s 
body coefficient, c, is found to be 12.75*
Masses
Thus whole body density 
thigh density 
and shank (including foot) density
1.07 kg/litre
1.07 kg/litre 
1.10 kg/litre
thigh volume 
shank volume
6.378 litre 
3.713 litre
and
thigh mass, 
shank mass, Mg
6.83 kg 
4*09 kg
Lengths
Assuming a height of 1.75 ms 
thigh length, 
shank length, Lg
= 0.43 m 
= 0.50 m
Depth of the centre of mass below the proximal joint
for thigh, Lg 
and for shank,
0*18 m
0.23 m
Second Moments of Mass
thigh radius of gyration about centre of mass = 0.099 m
shank radius of gyration about centre of mass = 0.145 ni
Thus second moment of mass of thigh about hip:
^  = M1 (0.0992 + Lc2) = 6.83 (0.0992 + 0.182) = 0.29 kg m2
and similarly:
I2 = M 2 (0.1452 + Ld2) = 3.713 (0 .1452 + 0.232) = 0.31 kg m2
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APPENDIX 8: Digital Computer Pro gramme for Normal Model Constant Evaluation
Programme MDX1 evaluates the constants k,j to for the normal 
model. The required input data, in floating point form, is:
Number of sets of parameters to be evaluated
M-j M2 \  L1 L2 S LC
M1 \  I1 I2 L1 ...
etc., for each set.
The programme evaluates as L^/2 (see Chapter 6),
The output form is self-explanatory.
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APPENDIX 9: Results of the Hamstring G-eometry Constructions 1 to 4
C o ns t ruction 1 Results
Construction
Position
No.
% Swing 
Time
Offset
h
(mm)
Angle
9H
(deg)
Length
%
(mm)
1 0 1 58 3.0 358
2 10 175 8.5 360
' 3 20 188 16.5 365
4 30 195 23.5 370
5 : 40 188 29.0 380
6 50 165 31.0 390
7 60 143 33.0 400
8 70 98 33.0 410
9 80 55 32.0 VI7
10 90 35 31.0 420
11 100 25 31.0 420
Construction 2 Results
Construction
Position
No.
% Saving 
Time
Offset
h
(mm)
Angle
(deg)
Length
%
(mm)
1 0 148 2.0 372
2 10 165 8.0 375
3 20 175 15,5 380
4 30 : 183 22.0 385
5 40 175 28.0 395
6 50 155 30.0 405
7 60 135 32.5 415
8 70 90 32.5 433
9 80 50 32.0 445
10 90 30 31.5 450
11 100 20 31.5 452
Construction 3 Results
Construction
Position
No.
% Swing 
Time
Offset
h
(mm)
Angle
°H
(deg)
Length
%
(mm)
1 0 143 1.0 388
2 10 155 6.0 3.90
3 20 165 14.0 393
4 30 170 20.5 398
5 40 165 26.5 410
6 50 150 29.0 422
7 60 130 31.5 432
8 70 93 32.5 450
9 80 60 33.0 462
10 90 A 5 32.5 467
11 100 35 j 32.5 470
Construction 4 Results
Construction
Position
No.
% Swing 
Time
Offset
h
(mm)
Angle
S
(deg)
Length
%
(mm)
1 0 143 0 390
2 10 158 5.5 390
3 20 168 13.0 390
' 4 3° 178 19.5 395
5 40 165 25.0 4°2
6 50 145 27.0 412
7 60 125 30.0" 423
8 70 78 30.0 440
' ^ . ' ' 80 43 30.0 450
10 I 90 20 29.0 458
11 100 13
—___ _ ___i
29.0 460
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Change in Length of Hamstrings
fo Swing ALjj (mm) in Construction Number:
Time 1 2 * 3 4
0 0 0 0 o
10 2 3 2 0
20 7 8 5 0
30 12 13 10 5
40 22 23 22 12
50 32 33 34 22
60 42 43 44 33
70 52 61 62 50
80 59 73 60
90 62 78 79 68
100 62 80 82 70
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APPENDIX 10: Mathematical Models for the Hamstring Variables h, 9^ and
h = 0.195 sin (9^  - 09) (metre)
fo Swing 
Time
Mean
(deg)
sin (91 - 92)
0.195 sin (91 - 92) 
(m)
0 50 0.7 66 0.149
10 57 0.839 0.164
20 64 0.899 V  0.175
30 65 0.906 0.176
40 60 0.866 0.169
50 52 0.788 0.154
60 41 O .656 0.128
70 26 0.438 0.086
80 14 0.242 0.047
90 9 0.156 0.030
100 8 . 0.139 0.027
The sine function generator used in the VTDAC analogue computers is 
designed to interpret an input of 1 V as representing 10°. As one machine 
unit is 10 V, the full scale input represents 100°. But we have scaled 
9. and 9 to + 1 radian. Thus the input in terms of 9. and 9 must be 
multiplied by k — ), i.e. 0.573 to be compatible. A potentiometer 
set at this value is thus positioned immediately upstream of the sine 
function generator.
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©H = +0.1 (radian)
% Swing 
Time
Mean
61
(rad)
(©1 + 0.1)
( rad)
(©1 + 0.1) 
(deg)
0 0 0.10 6
10 0.09 0.19 11
20 0.21 0.31 18
30 0.31 0.41 24
40 0.40 0.50 29
50 0.45 0.55 32
60 0.49 0.59 34
70 0.49 0.59 34
80 0.47 0.57 33
90 0.47 0.57 33
100 0.45 0.55 32
ALjj = 0 .045 + 0.085 (©.j) - 0.052 (©^  - ©g) (metre)
*
Swing
Time
Mean
©
(rad)
Mean
(e. - ej 
(kd)2
0.085(0^
(1)
0.052(©1 -©2) 
(2)
C D - (2) 
(3)
0.045+ (3)
M
0 0 0.87 0 0.045 —  0.045 0
10 0.09 1.00 0.008 0.052 - 0 .044 0.001
20 0.21 1.12 0.018 0.058 - 0.040 0.005
30 0.31 1.13 0.026 0.059 - 0.033 0.012
40 0.40 1.05 0.034 0.055 - 0.021 0.024
50 0.45 0.90 0.038 0.047 - 0.009 0.036
60 0.49 0.72 0.042 0.037 + 0.005 0.050
70 0.49 0.45 0.042 0.023 + 0.019 0.064
80 0.47 0.24 0.040 0.013 + 0.027 0.072
. .90 0.47 0.16 0.040 0.008 +0.032 0 .077
100 0.45 0.14 0.038 0.007 +.0*031 0.076
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APPENDIX 11: Change in Potential Energy During the Swing; Phase
The initial and final positions of the thigh and shank in the trial 
shown in figure 10.5 are as follows:
0, = 0
Qz = - 0-87c
Initial Position Pinal Position
Thigh: The rise in the position of C relative to a fixed datum such as
the hip is: L^, (1 - cos 0.32°)
” AUPE(THIGH) = - M1 « LC (l - 008 °*32°)
= -8.10 *9.81 x 0.17 (1 - 0.9W)
= - 0.68 J
Shank: The fall in the position of D is:.
Ld (cos 0.29° - cos 0.87°) - L1 (1 - cos 0.32°)
/.AUpE(SHAJ^ c) = + M2 g {l^ (c os 0.29° - c o s 0.87°) - 1^  (1 - cos 0.32C)|
= + 4.88 * 9.81 *^0.25(0.958 r  0.645) - 0.42 (1 - 0.949)} 
= -t- 2.74 J
Thus the overall change in potential energy:
AUpE = + 2.74 - 0.68 = + 2.06 J ,
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APPENDIX 12: Change in Kinetic Energy During the Swing Phase
The kiftetic energy of the model may be established in general terms 
as follows:
I ,  (about H )
I„  (ab o u t K )
2Thigh: Kinetic energy = I. 0,
Shank: Kinetic energy = i
The total kinetic energy of the system at any instant is thus:
i  f T1 «12 + T  ®22 + “ 2 + LD « 2>2j
Applying this relationship to the trial shown in figure 10,5: 
Initial velocities: 0^  = + 3*9 rad/s ®2 = 0
The initial kinetic energy is:
[0.36 (3.9)2 + 0 + 4.88 (0.4 2* 3 .9 + 0)2^ = 9.29 J
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Final velocities: - 3.0 rad/s ®2 ~  “ 3#0 rad/s
The final kinetic energy is:
i (o.36 (- 3.0)2 + (- 3.0)2 + 4.88 (0.42 (-3.0) + 0.25 (
= 11.94 J
Thus the overall change in kinetic energy:
APjj = 11.94 - 9.29 = + 2.65 J
- 3.0))2 5
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APPENDIX 13: Results of the Hamstring Geometry Constructions 5 to 8
Construction 5 Results
Construction
Position
No.
% Swing 
Time
Offset
hA
(mm)
Length
LH!
(mm)
1 0 ft 360
2 10 68 368
3 20 73 375
4 30 78 382
5 40 78 390
6 50 80 392
7 60 83 395
8 70 83 395
9 80 83 395
10 90 80 392
11 100 80 392
Construction 6 Results
Construction
Position
No.
% Swing 
Time
Offset
hA
(mm)
Length
%
(mm)
1 0 70 242
2 10 75 250
3 20 80 258
4 30 83 265
5 40 85 275
6 50 85 278
7 60 85 280
8 70 85 280
9 80 85 278
10 90 85 278
11 100 85 , 278
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Construction 7 Results
Construction
Position
No.
fo Swing 
Time
Offset
hA
(mm)
Length
lh
(mm)
1 0 73 145
2 10 80 153
3 20 83 163
4 30 85 170
'■ 5 , 40 85 178
6 50 85 183
7 60 85 185
8 70 85 185
9 80 85 185
10 90 85 183
11 100 85 183
Construction 8 Results
Construction
Position
No.
% Swing 
Time
Offset
hA
(mm)
Length ~
%
(mm)
1 0 85 50
2 10 85 58
3 20 83 68
4 30 80 75
3 40 78 83
6 50 78 88
7 60 78 •88
8 70 78 88
9 80 78 88
10 90 78 88
11 100 78 88
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Change in Length of Hamstrings
% Swing 
Time
.ALjj (mm)
5
in Cons’ 
6
bruction
7
Number: 
‘ 8
0 0 0 0 0
10 8 8 8 8
20 15 16 18 18
30 22 23 25 25
40 30 33 33 33
50 32 36 38 38
60 35 38 40 38
70 35 38 40 38 .
80 35 36 40 38
90 32 36 38 38
100 32 36 38 38
Mathematical Model for the Change in Hamstring Length 
TiLjj = 0.077 ©.j (metre)
% Swing 
Time
Mean 0. 
(rad)1
0.077 0. 
W  1
0 0 0
10 0.09 0.007
20 0.21 0.016
30 0.31 0.024
40 0.40 0.031
50 0.45 0.035
60 0.49 0.038
70 0.49 0.038
80 0.47 0.036
9° 0.47 0.036
100 0.45 0.035
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APPENDIX jit.: Estimation of the Thigh and Prosthesis Mass Following
Above-Knee Amputation
=£ 60 mm 
=£ 100 mm
Long Above-Knee Amputation
Volume of a frustum of a cone = rjT 1. (r.^ + r. r_ + rj^)
3 1 1  1 2  2 '
2 2 i.e. proportional to 1^  (r^  + r^  r^ + rg )
The following masses may thus be evaluated:
la
(m)
Radius
at L .A
(mm)
Volume 
of Thigh 
Remaining 
{%)
■ Blass 
of Thigh 
Remaining 
(kg)
Blass 
of Thigh 
Removed 
(kg)
of 
Mass 
of Thigh 
Removed 
(kg)
Blass 
of Thigh 
Remaining 
plus 
Prosthesis 
(kg)
0.42 60.0 100 8.10 •0 0 8.10
0.30 71 .5 81 6.56 1.54 0.68 7.24
0.20 81.0 60 4*86 3.24 1.43 6.29
0.09 91.5 30 2.43 5.67 2.50 4.93
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APPENDIX 15: Analysis of the Amputee Model
Mathematical Model
See figure 12.1. The equations of motion may be written:
Shank - resolving vertically: Mg g - Q = 0 1
resolving horizontally: R = - Mg x 2
rotation about D: - R cos + Q -4) s^n ®2 +  Mk  =  - 1 d 6 2  3
Thigh - rotation about H:
M1 g Lc sin ©1 + Q L1 sin ^  - R cos ©1 - hA - ^  = - 1^  ©V 4
Simplifying and re-arranging these in a similar fashion to the undamped 
model in Chapter 2:
as x ii 1^  ©1 + Ld ©2
equations yields: R = - Mg (L^  ©^  + ©#g)
and from equation 1: Q = Mg g
Substituting for Q and R into equation 4 and re-arranging yields:
W d V  (M1LC+M2V s 2AhAQ = _ .V,,,,?,.17,. .  Q  _  @ „
1 ( I ^ M ^ 2) 2 (I^+M^2) 1 (X^MgL^2) ( I ^ M ^ 2)
hAssuming substituting for 1^, Q and R into equation 3 yields:
V  v  0
2 1 (i2+zot2i.D2) 2 (i2+v .:2ld2)
Equations 5 and 6 may be expressed in the form:
V, = - *1 %  - k2 ®i - kl6 PA + k13(,iH + V
and v 2 = - k3 e* - k4 e2 - k14
where to are as previously defined in Chapter 2, and:
1 , 4 . , hAv - ------- - k.. =  --- 3-- =“ and k .c = ------- 5-
3 ( I ^ L , 2) 14 (l2+i,M2LD2) 16 (i^MgL^)
We are justified in taking k ^  as a constant as h^ is approximately 
constant (see Chapter 12) ♦
Considering the knee lock mechanism at the end of the swing, angular 
momentum must still be conserved in this model so that equation 4*1 
(Chapter 4) is still valid. During the subsequent compound motion:
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/ \ ee
M g Lc sin 9R + M2 g (L1 + LR; sin 9R + FA \  = - %  ©R
Ijj being defined previously in Chapter 4. This equation yields:
0R = “ LC + M2 L^1 + LD^ GR " ~X~
Equations 4.1 and 8 may be written:
®R = k5 ®1 + k6 ®2 
and ©R = - k? 0R - k15
where to are as previously defined in Chapter 4, and:
lr = ■ -
15 %
Note that has again been deliberately omitted from equation 8 as we
do not anticipate any active hip moment at the end of the swing phase*,
The change in hamstring length 4Ljj may be expressed (see Chapter 12) 
as: ALh = 0.077 91
A second digital computer programme (MDX2) was written to evaluate 
constants k^  to ky and k ^  to k ^  for the amputee model. The required 
input data is:
Number of sets of parameters to be evaluated
M1 M2 X1 I2 L1 L2 g LC hA
M M I X L
etc., for each set.
The programme evaluates LR as . The output form is self-explanatory. 
This programme was used to evaluate the constants using the amputee anthropo­
metric data summarised in figure 12.10. The printout is included at the 
end of this appendix.
Full Scale Values
These are the same as for the normal model, with F^ being scaled in 
precisely the same fashion as F (see Chapter 9). In addition, the knee 
mechanism moment is scaled to the same maximum value as the hip moment, 
so that: = Mji = 100 Nm
Amplitude Scaled Equations
Amplitude scaling the above equations and including the scaling factor
S defined in Chapter 9 yields:
k
(a,) = - (s) k1 Q j  -  ^  (©,) -10 (s) k1g (4) ♦ k13 (lip + k13 (^)
2 44
^  = ~ rlr ^  " ioo4(s) ^  ~ isf ^
(%) = k5 (i,) + k6 (£2^
( 4 )  = -  ^  (£R) -  1°  (s ) k15 (4 )
(a i j^)  = 0.77 (£ ,)
■ & . ( £ , )  = 1 0  ( i , )  & ( £ , )  = 10 (£ ,)
^  (£2) = 1 0 (e 2) • &  <4> • -  10 (s) ^
&  (£r) = 10 ( V  and ±  (fi*) = 10 C^)
Time Scaled Equations
Time scaling the latter six differential equations using a time 
scaling constant of 10 as in Chapter 3 yieldsr
Irte)) = (£1) = <S|>
; i  (% ) = (< y  i & P  -  <s>
^  (£r) = (iR) and ar'(£R) = CiR)
Machine Equationa
These may be written in general terms as follows:
('£,) • - [k, (S)] 1 % )  - [ ^ s ]  1 («,) - |>,6 (s)] 10 (S,)
C-2^  = - L  (S)l 10 - &00^st]1 - f 10 (s)l10
(^) = 0 5]1 (£,) + [kg] 1 (|2)
( * i)  = - [ | » K ( S r> -  [ k15 (s )] 1° ( fa)
( ^ )  = [0.77] 1 (£,)
^  (e,) = (£,) ^ ( £|) = <*£,)
af = ^2^ d r ^ 2 ^ = ^
&  (2r) = (% ) and 4 (2r) = @R>
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Flow Diagram
BaygfcB3Utt*»»».*3flW«7»IH« ' ■tflfTTW— I—
This is shown in figures 12.11 and 12.12. The former covers the 
original undamped model including the knee lock mechanism, whereas the 
latter deals with the muscle actions and the generation of the knee moment 
Note particularly: 
i) F^ is produced in a similar fashion to F using an arbitrary 
function generator driven by (©^  - ^  >
ii) is produced in a similar way to F^j 
and iii) The simulation of using ©^  .
Logic Arrangement
This is identical to the noimal model (Chapter 9)»
Circuit Formation
The two similar VTDAC 336 analogue computers previously used were 
interconnected again, the circuit diagram being shown in figures 12.13 
and 12.14* Note that potentiometer AJ is again included prior to 
amplifier A3 in figure 12.13 to enable the scaling factor S to be changed 
easily. The amplifier input gains will be as shown if S is chosen to 
be 1 or 2, but if S = 5, the required setting of potentiometer A1 (figure 
12.13) exceeds unity so that the input gain on the downstream amplifier 
(B1 figure 12.13) should be changed to 10. (This was in fact achieved
by including two additional amplifiers on the input to B1, as a further gain
of 10 was not available on B1. These additional amplifiers are not shown 
in figure 12.13*) This is the only gain setting which needs changing 
when S is varied between 1 and 5* but note that seven potentiometers also 
need to be reset.
Static Checks
The following values were chosen:
= 0.10 rad ©^  = 5*0 rad/s
©2 = - 0.90 rad ©9 = - 1.0 rad/s
= ©1 = 0*1.0 rad (as ©^ <6^)
Mjj = 20 Nin
Fa  = 100 N
= 10 Nm
These were set up within the simulation, and the variable scaling factor
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S not at 1, Now if these check values are substituted into the mathematical 
model and the equations solved simultaneously using the constants evaluated 
for the knee disarticulation case, the following values are obtained!
*9* = 50.7 rac^ /s2
02 = - 79.9 rad/s2
= 3.14 rad/a = ~ 7*85 raci/s2
dLjj = 0.0077 m
The appropriate amplifier outputs were monitored and the above values all 
confirmed.
The scaling factor S was changed to check the implementation of the 
variable scaling approach. With S set at 2 and then 5s the simulated 
values were again found to agree with the calculated check values.
Dynamic Checks
Although we have no complete dynamic check with which to compare 
the response of the entire system, the original undamped swing of the 
normal model can still be used as a partial check. Thus the constants 
k ^  to k^g were evaluated using the normal model parameters (figure 6.1) 
and these, together with the original values of the constants k^  to k_, 
(Chapter 9) were set up within the simulation. The hip, hamstring and 
knee moment actions were all switched out, the scaling factor S set, to 
unity and the trial recorded in figure 5.7 repeated. The results were 
identical.
finally, the variable scaling approach was checked dynamically using 
the undamped response results. With S set at 2 and then 5* the above 
trial yielded results virtually indistinguishable from figure 5.7.
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